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Tony Walker, (0772) 651698, Preston, 10.00am to 10.00pm, 
Comms, Protext, Prospell, Tape to disc, CP/M on ROM.

Brian Norris, (0832) 73973, Peterborough, a specialist 
on Masterfile III (no less) plus general advice.

Norman Buxton, (0260) 223257, Macclesfield, Basic and 
farming? <<Control codes a speciality -Ed.>>

Stewart Peppiatt, (0245) 353903, Chelmsford, Basic and
Machine Code, DMP2000, VDE, Scrivener and general 
problems. <<A Tech-Head -Ed.>>

Peter Campbell, (041) 554 4735, Glasgow, OCP Art Studio, 
Vidi, Basic, Micro Design & Art Programs, CPC plus 
machines. <<A Comms Guru as well -Ed.>>

Frank Frost, (0983) 882197, Isle of Wight, 4.00 to 10pm, 
VDE, CP/M and Protext. <<He LOVES a chat but nobody 
seems to call him up -Ed.>>

Peter Ceresole, (081) 878 0391, London, Protext, 
Promerge, Utopia and Nukes (amateur status) <<Total 
nutter to be avoided at all costs -Ed.>>

Paul Graves, (0304) 812342, Ash, All varieties of
Pascal (inc Turbo, JRT & Standard). Phone between 5.00pm 
and 9.00pm Weekdays.

Paul Dwerryhouse, (0244) 534942, Deeside, Clwyd, Basic, 
Bank Manager, WACCIWORD, WACCISPELL (ISPELL), and a 
sympathetic ear. <<He’s pretty good at accounts. -Ed.>>

Rob Scott, (081) 552 8900, East Ham, any & all hardware 
problems plus tape to disc, disc to disc etc. << An 
electronics genius, -Ed.>> Now with extra 8onzo.

Nigel Hells, (0784) 250763, Ashford, Tape to disc 
problems, Basic programming and a general natter.

Hike Lyons, (0942) 59942, Nr Wigan, Basic, Stop Press, 
Dk,tronics Speech Synth, rodos and general help.

Clive Bellaby, (0602) 725108, Nottingham, 8.00pm to 
9.00pm, Basic, Cobol, Forth, VDE CP/M, Protext, 
Promerge. <<Dominoes a speciality. -Me.>>

Chris Smith, (0252) 24721, Aidershot, Comms, BB’s, 
Protext, Promerge, Prospell, Utopia, Brunword and 
general programming problems.

Please Note: This help-line is provided on a voluntary 
basis by club members to assist other club members. This 
service is provided to help you. Please call help-liners 
between 7pm and 9pm (unless stated otherwise.)

If I receive reports of this service being abused by 
software pirates I will close it immediately.
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W A C C I
Edited by ’The Management’

0602 725108

Owned 8y

The Club Members

Conceived and Founded by

JEFF WALKER

Developed and Expanded by

STEVE WILLIAMS

Hello everybody, Tis I, Yes, it’s me, 
Alan Tilling ... Clive is very busy so 
he me to take over for a while . . . . . . . . .  
Excuse me, there’s someone at the door 
. . . . . . Oh, Hi Clive, It's you . . . . . .  Oh 
... You’re back all ready .... Ok it’s 
back to you for the rest of the page.

THE STORY SO FAR. . . . . .
Hi there, this is Clive back at the 
helm of the good ship WACCI. This is 
the sixth magazine I’ve (or is that 
we’ve) produced. We started with that 
very traumatic, WACCI 50 which 
gently explained what had happened and 
we have gradually developed from there 
. . . . . . . . to here.

THE NEXT CHAPTER
Where next? That’s the question that’s 
at the back of my mind, it never 
leaves me, I’m haunted by the future. 
That’s enough of the dramatic prose 
back to reality. I posed the question 
last month of "Khat happens, if and 
when I stop editing the magazine".

The answer I received was a loud and 
clear, "we don’t know .. why ask us.." 
and "why not train several sort of 
deputy editors, then in an emergency 
they would take over production of the 
different parts of the magazine and it 
would continue".

To me (and others) this makes sense 
provided there is an overall sort of 
’deputy editor’ who brings the whole 
thing together, thus ensuring that the 
same high standards continue. To make 
this work we need volunteers to do the 
work (and learn the job.) So it’s back 

to you folks, it’s your WACCI. Do you 
want to be involved? Do you want to 
make WACCI grow? Do you want admiring 
looks from your friends as you show 
them your latest work? It’s upto you.

WANT TO TRY YOUR HAND AT EDITING
If you’re interested in becoming a 
deputy editor, or just interested in 
finding out if you could do the job, 
then drop me a line or pick up the 
phone and speak to me on, 0602 725108 
between 8 pm and 9 pm most evenings.

HOMEGROWN AND PD SOFTWARE LIBRARIES 
Last month we appealed for help in 
running these two important functions. 
We have someone who wants to run the 
homegrown library. We have written 
saying ’Yes, please’, however, we need 
to agree all the details.

Chris Smith still needs help to run 
the PD Software Library, he is swamped 
by orders and is struggling to cope.

Because of this orders are being 
delayed and club members are becoming 
frustrated and annoyed . . . . . .

Can you help Chris, either by acting 
as an assistant or by taking over a 
section of the library (say a block of 
20 PD discs.) If you can, then please 
contact Chris on 0252 24721 or myself 
on 0602 725108.

Whilst on the subject on PD library 
discs, some time ago, I estimated that 
we would end up with 40’ish quality PD 
Discs. This proved to be somewhat of 
an under-estimate. We have reached 
disc number 36 ... and the final total 
will be nearer 80 discs . . . . . .

ALL FORMATS FAIRS
We will be attending these All Formats 
fairs, so why not come along and say 
"Hello, I’m . . . . . . " and have a chat.

Haydock Park 14th June
Birmingham 19th July

LOST LETTERS SECTION
Poor old Mike Lyons is in hospital, so 
the letters section is much shorter 
this month, it’s down to about three 
pages, however, don’t panic, we’ll 
catch up with the mail next month.

THE 1992 WACCI SURVEY
It’s your last chance to send in your 
survey form and win the right to have 
a say in WACCI’s future.

DISCOUNTS
Stamper list is on page four, if in 
doubt, or you want something that’s 
not on the list, then give him a ring 
or drop him a line, he’ll try to help.

THE ’WACCI’ AHSTRAD ACTION PAGE
Have you seen it? No! Why not? It’s 
well laid out and it’s brought in lots 
of enquiries about membership. If you 
want to have a go at writing something 
for this page then give me a ring on 
0602 725108, please!

THE WACCI COMPETITION
Is on page 8, along with last months 
competition winners ....

OUTRO
No room, have a good day, bye for now!
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»»» discounts >> stvings >> discounts «» ssvings >> discounts >> savings >> discounts «» savings >< discounts >> savings >>>

* DISCOUNTS ** SAVINGS ** DISCOUNTS ** SAVINGS ** DISCOUNTS *
Following representations made on behalf of WACCI members we are pleased to let you know that replies have been forthcoming 
from the following firms:-

SIREN SOFWE of Wilton House, Bury Road, Radcliffe, Manchester, M26 9UR (Tel: 061 724 7572) 
They are pleased to offer all WACCI members
software and blank discs. They will also supply a copy of their 3.5" disc drive utility FREE
Phil Craven wrote a very favourable review on Siren’s 3.5" second drive in WACCI issue 28. As

10*  discount on all their products for the CPC, including 3.5" disc drives, 
with each disc drive ordered, 
far as after sales service is 

concerned I, personally, have found them to be very helpful and they will be only too willing to help.
Siren’s SONY disk drive is fully compatible with the CPC range and will format not only to 178K but has no difficulty with 

the addition of Ramdos or Rondos to format to 800K. The drive operates very quietly (so much so that you think it is 
not working.) It has a slimline housing,with its own power supply, has a twelve months guarantee, and includes disk 
utility software. Normal price is £69.99 + £4.00 Postage & packing but WACCI members get a 10*  discount.

8RUNNING WARE of 138 The Street, Little Clacton, Essex, C016 9LS (Tel: 0255 862308)
Peter Brunning, the author the Brunword suite of programs is willing to allow a generous discount on Brunning products. 
Members placing an order and using Access or Visa cards are allowed 10*  discount but those of you who order by post 
enclosing a cheque are allowed 14*  discount. The programs supplied on 3" discs for use on both the 6128 & 6128 plus are:-

Brunword 6128 with Brunspell & Datafile... £ 30 - less 10* 9 Pin Brunword Elite with Info-Script. . . . . .  £ 92 - less 10*  
Info-Script with Brunword 6128 & BrunSpell £ 50 - less 10* 24 Pin BrunWord Elite with info-Script.... £ 90 - less 10*  
9 Pin Brunword Elite. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 55 - less 10* Elite Font Editor with ’Chelmer’&’Clacton’ £ 25 - less 10*

CAMPWFT of 16 Slatefield Street, Gallowgate, Glasgow, G31 1UA (Tel: 041 554 4735)
Peter Campbell and Jess Harpur run this outfit - So it must be good. Campursoft discount both MicroDesign and MicroDesign 
plus for WACCI members. Save £3.00 on Micro design plus, yours for only £11.99. Or you can buy both packages for only £27.99 
(saving over £6.00 on the individual prices.)

SO MICROSYSTEMS of PO Box 24, Holbeach, Lincs, PE12 7JF (Tel: 0406 32252)
They will allow us a discount of 10*  off all Software and Consumables in their extensive range. However this EXCLUDES any 
Hardware items but they are prepared to send such items post free. Examples of their software programs include PC-CPC 
Transfer software ® £24.95, Home Finance 8 £14.95, Kwikfile 8 £12.50 and a suite of programs for the small trader which 
includes General Ledger £29.95, Stock Accounting £39.95, Small Trader’s pack £29.95, Payroll program £52.50 and Graph
Master @ £14.95.Phone them on 0406-32252 for further information.

DATEL ELECTRONICS have agreed to supply WACCI direct with their goods at trade prices, and more details of these items 
will be appearing in a later issue when we know exactly what savings we can offer you.

MJC COMPUTER SUPPLIES of 2 The Arches, Icknield Way, Letchworth, Herts, SG6 1UJ (Tel: 0462 670301)
Mike Cooper the big white chief of MJC has always been a keen follower of CPC users and is only too pleased to help out with 
any problem anyone may encounter. He is still a computer buff at heart. Since branching out in business he has to some 
extent succeeded because he is one of those who still thinks that the customer is number ONE. MJC are one of the few 
commercial mail order firms still supporting the Amstrad CPC market, covering as wide a range of Software i Hardware as they 
can get their hands on. I may be a bit biased but I believe this is the type of firm to encourage to ensure a steady supply 
of CPC goods. We can expect "Special Offers" on certain items in the form of an "on-going" list of discounted products. More 
news on this when details have been worked out.

GOLDMARK SYSTEMS of 51 Comet Road, Hatfield, Hertfordshire, ALIO OSY (Tel: 0707 271529)
Specialist software for the CPC’s. Willing to give members of WACCI 10*  discount off all Software and Hardware (But NOT off 
special offers or on disc prices). There should be an insert in this issue from GOLDMARK and please refer to same.

PROPAC COMPUTER GROUP of 153 Pickhurst Rise, West Wickham, Kent, BR4 OAG (Tel: 081 777 6241)
They are specialists in Citizen Printers and are able to offer an extra £20.00 off their discounted prices. If you are in 
need of a new printer and fancy a Citizen then I suggest you give Alex Kinch a ring. We await their new catalogue, which we 
are told will be issued in July.

That’s all for now, still awaiting replies from other suppliers. Members may like to know that we had one reply that stated 
that they had heard of " WAXY " !!! but were unable to offer members any discount in exchange for free advertising.

««« discounts »« sivings »» discounts »« sivings »» discounts «» sivings «» discounts »« sivings «» discounts «« savings «««
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Fair CoMnent
Mike Lyons 

85, Leigh Road 
Hindley Green 

Near Wigan 
HNS 4XF

DOUBLE DUTCH OR DOUBLE VISION
Hi Mike, In response to the letter 
from Basil Dennis in issue 54, you 
stated that when you created a second 
column in TASWORD you ended up with 
spaces between the lines in the first 
column. As you suggested this is due 
to being in insert mode.

Further to the double column 
printing idea by Basil, may I suggest 
another means to a similar end if your 
printer supports reverse feed. The 
following relates to the Amstrad 
DMP2000 but may well relate to others. 
Set printer control codes for the 
following functions.

Function Codes
Left margin 1 27 108 1 m 
Left margin 42 27 108 42 M 
Reverse feed 36/216" 27 106 36 R 
Form feed 12 F

Choose the margins on screen to suit 
your column width (eg. 1 and 38) and 
type your document. Once you have 
finished (or as you go along if you 
prefer) insert a line at the end of 
each column length. Into this line 
enter these printer control codes.

At the end of a left hand column 
enter code M followed by as many code 
R as necessary to reverse to start of 
page (eg if the codes you are entering 
are on line 60, then enter m followed 
by 60 Rs). At the end of a right hand 
column enter codes m and F. This 
should result in printing two columns 
of text on a page followed by a form 
feed to begin printing a column 1 on 
the next page.

This idea can be extended to print 
as many columns as required. The 
important thing to remember is that at 
the end of a COLUMN you need one code 
to set the margin for the next column 
and as many codes as necessary to 
return the printer to line one. At the 
end of a PAGE (ie end of last column), 
you need a code to set the margin to 
one (for the first column on the next 
page) and a code for form feed (for 
the first line on the next page.) To 
reduce the number of control codes to 
be manually typed in at the end of a 

column, you could set the reverse code 
for multiple lines. 36/216" is 1/62 
(ie the usual line spacing) so by 
setting code R to be 27 106 180, each 
reverse code will move the print head 
back by 5 lines. This would mean that 
reversing 60 lines would take 12 codes 
instead of 60 but wouldn’t be much use 
for 58 lines!

Another advantage of the reduced 
number of codes is that a function key 
can be set up to reproduce the 
sequence. For example, in the loader 
program:

30 KEY 1,CHR$(185)+"M"+CHR$(185)+"R"
+CHR$(185)+"R"+CHR$(185)+"R" 
+CHR$(185)+"R"+CHR$(185)+"R" 
+CHR$( 185) + "R"+CHR$(185) + "R" 
+CHR$(185)+"R”+CHR$(185)+"R" 
+CHR$(185)+"R“+CHR$(185)+"R" 
+CHR$(185)+“R"

will produce a line with one code M 
and 12 code Rs. 185 is the code 
generated by TASWORD on pressing 
CONTROL and SPACE together and is 
documented along with all the other 
codes in the TASWORD README file.

A logical code for reversing would 
be 27 106 216 which would reverse by 
1" or 6 lines. This would be suitable 
for 60 or 66 lines. Unfortunately, my 
DMP2000 refuses to work with this 
figure although it will work with 
other figures. Anyone out there have 
any ideas why? I hope this all makes 
sense. It started off as a fairly 
simple idea. Indeed, it is much easier 
to do than to explain. Best Wishes.

Ian coates 
Warrington

<<Hi Ian, Clive here, (’cos Mike’s in 
hospital having his throat cut - sorry 
I mean a neck operation.) I understand 
what you’re doing and why - so now’s a 
good time to panic. Thanks for the 
information. On now, to your printer 
control code problem, I assume you do 
not have a 8 bit printer port fitted - 
Ahah, I thought not - to send control 
codes above 127 you need the 8 bit 
printer port. You could try sending 27 
106 108 twice. TTFN. -Clive.>>

OH NO. IT’S HIH AGAIN
Dear Mike, I was delighted to receive 
my issue 53 on the 14th of April. I 
was amazed to see the reference to the 
control of Concorde by a CPC on the 
front cover. Intrigued, I plunged into 
the magazine to find the article, only 
to discover that some wag had played 
an April fool joke on us. Most 
disappointing. I had always known that 
the CPC was capable of great things, 
but that was a bit much to expect. I 
should have known better, for only 
last month, we had a picture of the 
NASA shuttle craft on our front page. 
Ah nell. . . . . . . . .

I read in the WACCI PD software page 
that Disc Sixteen contains PPC Pascal, 
which seems to ring a bell. I have 
seen a copy of a Pascal program with 
this name from UAUG, but it was not as 
good as the JRT version from WACCI. I 
do not remember any reference to stand 
alone .COM files from the UAUG version 
and I would like to find out if this 
is a better implementation. I will be 
sending £1.00 and a SAE Jiffy bag to 
Chris Smith to borrow the disc and 
make myself a copy. This is a very 
handy facility for those of us with 
limited finances.

I don’t have a modem, the phone bill 
is too big already, but I read in the 
latest WOLI, which I read just the 
same, about using radio instead. That 
might be an idea. I wonder what would 
be involved in getting such a system 
off the ground? Has anybody got 
experience of that? Could we use the 
Citizen band?

A final plea from the heart. Could 
you put the next Copy date somewhere 
in the magazine, so that we will ail 
know how long we have to ponder over 
our small contributions? God Bless.

AL " Hie L Plate" Cooper 
County Antrim

<<Hello, Al. I enjoy reading your 
letters. They are often a bit like a 
paper chase. Anyway, the man you might 
like to get in touch with about Pascal 
is Paul Graves who is well into Pascal 
of various denominations. His number 
on the help-line list. CPC’s running 
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Concorde? Now would we really say 
that? Would we attempt to mislead our 
intelligent and aware membership about 
such things. <<In reality the article 
nas pulled at the last minute after a 
visit from HI5.'>'>

I actually saw a CPC controlling a 
thermonuclear reactor at Sellafield 
the other week while at the same time 
sending satellite information about 
world exchange rates to the stock 
market. Multi-tasking CPCs is very 
easy really. -Mike>>

<<Hi Al, PPC Pascal does produce, 
stand-alone .COM files, I know, I've 
done it. UAUG have the same version in 
their library. However we have tried 
out the program and added some extra 
documentation and examples.
It’s not easy setting a copy date 

for WACCI, it varies depending on work 
schedules etc. The best guide I can 
offer is, I need articles by the 20th 
and Mike needs letters by the 25th, if 
they are going to be in the next 
issue. Having said that, if all the 
articles arrived on the 20th then I 
would not have sufficient time to 
check and lay them out, and get the 
magazine to the printers by the 3rd of 
the following month. TTFN. -Clive.>>

AL’S FAULTY JOIN?
Dear Mike, Al Cooper writes in issue 
54 that he has had problems with his 
computer crashing and that he lost his 
Romdos rom. I have had crashes on my 
computer over the years due to various 
causes, perhaps my experiences will 
give him some ideas where to start 
looking for the problem.

Initially, I had a problem with bad 
connections on the 5 volt and 12 volt 
connectors on the computer and monitor 
respectively. I overcame this by:

1. Removing the phone plugs and 
sockets.

2. Soldering the 12 volt lead directly 
into the monitor.

3. Soldering wires to the computer for 
the 5 volts.

4. Fitting a 4 pin computer power plug 
and socket between the wires from 
the monitor and computer.

This cured one problem, but then I 
began to get a lot of read fail errors 
on the disc drive which I tracked down 
to a bad connection to a miniature 
plug inside the computer that takes 
power off to the disc drive.

Since there is a plug on the disc 
drive end anyway, I decided to cut off 
the plug at the computer end and 
solder the wires directly onto the 
computer’s PCB. Since then, no more 
crashes due to bad power connections.

I have also had crashes due to radio 
interference. A typical one was due to 
a gas board truck parking outside. I 
had the window open because it was 
warm and I heard the engineer speak 
over his R/T and at the same time my 
monitor developed a zebra pattern and 
the computer locked up. I could not 
reset it until he had finished.

Another source of radio interference 
could be mobile telephones. The type 
of car alarm that produces a short 
blip to acknowledge that it is armed 
can also generate interference - this 
caused lines in the monitor (very 
briefly.) I have even heard a crackle 
on my hi-fi speakers at the same time 
as someone has set their car alarm. 
Other sources of interference that can 
causes problem are: fridges, freezers 
and gas central heating ignition.

As to Al’s dead Romdos, you are 
correct in that you cannot write to a 
Rom (.unless it’s being programmed.) 
However, if two devices are trying to 
output data onto the bus at the same 
time then one of them might expire.

This situation could arise due to a 
crash caused by radio interference. I 
hope this is of some help to Allen.

Dave Tyacke 
Bristol

<<Hi there Dave, Uncle Clive here, Ta 
very much for the information, I am 
sure that big Al will find it very 
useful. I had never thought the radio 
interference could become a problem, 
it just shows how wrong I can be.

Nobody around here owns a car alarm 
(or a car for that matter) so I cannot 
try out the theory . . . . . . . .

I can remember a young lad called 
Steve Williams having a power supply 
problem - this was fixed by wiring a 
commodore power supply unit into the 
CPC. Untidy, but it works. Allen feels 
that he probably has a power supply 
problem. Ta for the help. -Clive.>>

COBOL KEN STRIKES AGAIN
Hi there Mike, Help, Please Help, I 
need some help, please help me....

To All WACCI members (and non-members) 
who have completed the "COMPUTEACH’ 
Cobol correspondence course. I have 
recently purchased a 6128 and would 
like to hear any advice which will 
help me speed up the process of 
completing stage 4. This involves 
compiling a suite of programs for my 
City & Guilds project. I need loads of 
help with Books, software, any and all 
information, and did anybody get a job 
after completing the course.

I think that I am spending far to much 
time driving a bus, and to little time 
driving my 6128.... Thanks in advance, 

Ken Spence 
47 Rosemount 
South Hylton 

Sunderland 
Tyne and Wear SR4 OLD

<<Hi there Ken, this is Uncle Clive. I 
know that one or more members have 
undertaken the Computeach course in 
the past, and we have used it in our 
Open Learning Centre at work.

Trying to learn a computer language 
using a correspondence course is about 
the hardest way of learning . . . . . .  Have
you thought of enrolling on an evening 
college course . . . . . . . . Then you’ll have
plenty of local support.

The COMPUTEACH teach course uses the 
MS-DOS version of Cobol - This is not 
compatible with the NPS Public Domain 
Cobol program. Nevada Cobol is similar 
but it’s not the same. You really need 
access to an MS-DOS based computer. Or 
you need to be able to transfer your 
programs onto an MS-DOS disc to send 
them down to COMPUTEACH.

"2 in 1" will happily transfer 
programs and data from and to, MS-DOS 
discs. However, you’ll not be able 
test the programs, the CP/M version of 
Cobol will not run on an MS-DOS based 
machine (and vice versa.) -Clive.>>

THANKS, WANTED, FOR SALE and MORE
Hi there Clive, thanks for the sample 
copy of WACCI, I have sent a six month 
subscription off to Paul Dwerryhouse.

Meanwhile, here is a MS800 800k disc 
stuffed full of PD Software which you 
can include in your PD library. As you 
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know I also run a PD Library - rather 
than sell each other software, can I 
suggest that we trade software on a 
one for one basis - it makes keeping 
records a lot easier.

MS800 format discs, just stick it in 
drive B, log onto drive B, and then 
enter MS800 and press return, this 
will reveal a hidden directory and all 
the files - NSWP will cope happily 
with MS800 format discs.

Do you know of any PD software that 
will read and write to MS-DOS discs? 
If you do, can the program also format 
a 720k MS-DOS disc?

Finally, can you please include 
the following advert for me? Thanks.

Matt Gullam 
Cornwall

FOR SALE

RAM Music Machine/Midi Interface 
with software on tape.

(it’ll easily transfer to disc)

£ 25 or £ 28 with Midi leads

WANTED

8 bit printer port . . . . . . . .
- will pay up to £ 5 

Mouse (AMX or Genius) ...
- will pay up to £ 12

RS232 port - will pay up to £ 8
Modem, 2400 - will pay up to £ 25
Dart Scanner - will pay up to £ 30
Rombo Vidi Digitiser ....

- will pay up to £ 30
Stop Press - will pay up to £ 10
2inl or MFU - will pay up to £ 10
Advanced Art Studio

- will pay up to £ 7

Contact : Matt Gullam 
Phone (0726) 813084 

or write to
1 Pembroke Close, The Mount, 

Par, Cornwall, PL24 28T

<<Hi there Matt, Clive here, thanks 
for the software, I’ll have a look at 
it and then sort some of our software 
out and do a swap with you.

The only program I know that’ll both 
format MS-DOS discs and copy files 
between the CPC and IBM compatibles is 
”2 in 1" (now available from MACCI for 
only £ 20 ). MFU will happily transfer 

programs and files, however, it will 
not format discs. None of the PD 
programs I have tried actually works, 
and we only include programs in the 
library that work correctly. So we 
have no CPC to MSDOS programs in the 
PO library. Cheers. -Clive.>>

DISSATISFIED OF OUNDLE
The last time I wrote to WACCI you not 
only printed my letter, you printed it 
twice - is that a record or were you 
just short of copy? <<We must have 
been desperate)) The heading above the 
letter on the second occasion was 
’What a nice man’. All I can say is 
“not this time sunshine"'.

In March I sent you an order for 
seven discs. Its now May and three 
phone calls later and I’m still 
without the discs. I even sent £2 for 
postage out of generosity, fool that I 
story with which I was fobbed off was 
along the lines that since it was a 
big order, the smaller orders had been 
satisfied first to save more people 
waiting for their orders. The idea 
being, I suppose that you get fewer 
complaints this way? <<yep>> May I 
make a few suggestions?

1) Bigger orders are just as important 
as smaller orders and should be 
dealt with in turn

2) If a delay has to be incurred, 
advise the orderer, especially if 
he sends £2 towards postage.

3) Having promised twice that the full 
order would be in the post by the 
weekend, for goodness sake make 
sure that it is. In other words 
don’t make promises you can’t keep.

4) If the order is too big to handle 
in one go, send it off in separate 
lots. Goodness knows, I can’t 
handle seven discs all at once 
anyway, but one or two a month 
might have kept me from chewing my 
keyboard, <<Have you tried it with 
jam?)) especially if accompanied 
with a little note saying that the 
rest would follow i.d.c. <<IDC? In 
due course? -Clive.>>

5) Are you looking for someone to take 
over this service? If so, ring me, 
Nottingham isn’t that far away.

On to some other matters:- <<Phew, I 
thought you were never going to stop))

PRINTING PROBLEMS. 1 had a problem, I 
tried the help-line numbers. Those 
that were in were very interested in 
my problem but unfortunately had no 
suggestions as to how to solve it. 
<<Life can be like that, at times)).

In brief, I needed to print out a 
stationery order in a specific format 
on a pre-printed form. The problem 
being that the spaces for the five 
digit catalogue number were wider 
apart than my Epson RX-80F/T+ will 
normally print.

I had tried every combination of 
pica, enlarged, condensed etc that 
there is, to no avail. There was no 
apparent solution. Spreading the lines 
vertically is no problem - ESC 3 
allows this to the nearest 216th of an 
inch, but spreading the characters on 
a line was not possible, until now 
that is. <<I kind of thought that you 
might just have found the answer)).

The answer <<what did I say)) lay in 
going into bit mode and printing the 
required number of blank bits thus 
moving the head along to the right 
place, coming out of bit mode, 
printing the next number and so on.

The data was taken from a datafile 
produced from Masterfile III and read 
by a simple basic program - Protext 
for once letting me down. <<Surely 
not)) Anyway thanks to all who tried 
to help, particularly Frank Frost.

COMMS. I was pleased to see an article 
on comms in issue 54. One flaw though 
seems to be that Geoff Holmes assumes 
that everyone already has all the kit 
needed to get on line. I haven’t. I 
guess like everything else it depends 
on what I can afford but how about 
some info on what’s needed, (Modem, 
Interface, Software etc), who are the 
suppliers and an idea of cost.

Brian R Norris
Oundle

<<Hi there Brian, by the time you read 
this you’ll have all the software you 
ordered from Chris. Sorry about the 
delay - Me did put out an appeal for 
help for Chris last month - no offers 
yet though. The real problem is the 
library is expanding at such a rate 
that it is to much for one person to 
cope with ... Cheers. -Clive.>>
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— coapetition page -- competition page -- coapetition page -- coapetition page -- competition page -- competition page

THE TOMATO PYRAMIDS COMPETITION FROM WACCI 54
Dear Clive, As you know, I was on 
holiday when WACCImag 54 went out so I 
don’t know exactly when my incoming 
mail arrived. My wife puts each day’s 
post on top of the previous day’s, and 
a card from Frank Ellis of 8otley was 
next on top of the WACCImag. Rarely 
is there a day with no post, so Frank 
must have been quick off the mark.

It was a few days before another 
entry arrived, and another week before 
any more. Disappointingly there were 
only six entries, but a card from 
Steve Lee of Huntingdon cheered me up. 
He wrote that although he’d been 
unable to solve the problem, he 
enjoyed trying and looked forward to a 
further brainteaser. Thank you Steve. 
I would like to help, but I cannot, 
myself, think of another.

The original problem from long ago 
used cricket balls, and just asked for 
the smallest square number which would 
build the pyramid. I changed to softer 
building materials so as to make a 
more interesting puzzle.

THE ANSWERS

Question A: 1240 and 1785

Question 8: The Program

1 DEFINT a-z:DIM v(90):FOR p=l TO 99
:v-v+p*p:v(p)=v:F0R  s-5 TO 90
:IF S*SOV  THEN NEXT s,p ELSE

FOR s:180 TO 5 STEP -l.’PRINT s
:FOR k=l TO p-l:FOR 1=1 TO p -1
:IF s*s<>v(k)+v(l)  THEN NEXT l,k,s

ELSE PRINT v(p)"tomatoes fell. " 
v(k)"with"v(l)"stay up."

Join those 7 lines of text together to 
make one line of BASIC program. It is 
worth mentioning here that a line of 

BASIC could become longer, or shorter, 
when it is installed. You could get 
the error message, 'Line too long’ 
when you try to enter a long line.

THE PROGRAM EXPLAINED

Variables:

p=side of pyramid base 
s^side of square 

v^volume (number of tomatoes)

k and 1 are counters in the 
FOR ... NEXT loops.

The first part of the program has two 
nested FOR...NEXT loops: s and p. The 
outer loop builds pyramids, layer by 
layer, of increasing size - v=v+p*p  - 
and records each size in an array - 
v(p)=v. The inner loop considers 
squares of increasing size. This 
continues if the square number is not 
equal to a pyramid number - IF s*s<>v.  
If the numbers are equal the pyramid 
is fully built. (That’s the one which 
collapsed).

The next part of the program has 
three nested FOR...NEXT loops: s,k and 
1. The outer loop considers squares of 
decreasing size, starting with a large 
number. The inner loops add together 
the sizes of all combinations of two 
pyramids from the array. This 
continues if the square number is not 
equal to the two pyramids combined 
number - IF s*sov(  k)+v( 1). If the 
numbers are equal the answers are 
printed.

Program execution (especially loops) 
is faster if numeric values are 
integers, so ’DEFINT a-z’. The second 
part of the program still takes time, 
so, ’PRINT s’ to let you know that the 

program is still running. Why count to 
90? The long story, which I didn’t 
tell you, gave clues about Albert’s 
reach. It was certainly less than 90 
layers of tomatoes. Why count from 5? 
The question says that 4 didn’t work.

Why count down from 180? Albert 
might have thought that for two 
pyramids he should try twice as many 
tomatoes. Well, I did tell you that 
you didn’t’ have to be good at sums!

If you want to try the program, use 
60 instead of 180, and save time.

HY COMMENTS

Jumping out of loops, as this program 
does, is frowned on but it is one way 
of winning a competition. It can be 
risky relying on the value of a loop 
count variable outside the loop. This 
program relies on ’p’ in ’PRINT v(p)’

THE WINNERS

No one gave all correct answers. The 
first three cards out of the hat with 
correct answers to the numbers all 
showed that computers had been used to 
help find them.

It would be appropriate to divide 
the prize, and give one WACCI disc of 
the winner’s choice to each.

THE WINNERS ARE:

Pete Dunlop of Locking
Frank Ellis of Botley 

J. Shaw of Wargrave-on-Thames

They should let Clive Bellaby know 
which disc they would like from 
the the library. Yours, Tom Betts.

— coapetition page coapetition page -- coapetition page -- coapetition page -- coapetition page -- coapetition page

THIS MONTHS COMPO - READ ON 8 BLAME (OR PRAISE) PETER CAMPBELL
Why blame (or for that matter) praise 
Peter Campbell and Campursoft? That is 
the easy bit, Peter has donated the 
prize, a copy of MicroDesign Plus. So 
we have set you a relevant sort of 
competition. If you cast your mind 

back an Issue or so we asked for ideas 
for front covers - well we’re taking 
that a stage further - design a front 
cover for WACCI and if your’s is the 
winner - You win a copy of MicroDesign 
Plus supplied by Campursoft.

MicroDesign Plus is an upgrade for the 
original MicroDesign art program -- If 
you don’t own a copy, don’t panic, we 
will supply you with one. Oh yes, the 
closing date - completed drawing must 
arrive at WACCI HQ by the 20th July.

--- coapetition pigs -- coapetition page -- coapetition page -- coapetition page -- coapetition page -- coapetition page
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Chris Carter-Bown goes German and reviews Mini-Print-Shop.
Clip Art Examples INTRO

This time around I’m looking at a superb program from Germany calle'd 
Mini-Print-Shop. It landed on my lap via Robot PD library, who did the 
importing and translating. Well done chaps. This utility provides about 
200 pieces of clip art, a couple of large fonts and the environment in 
which they can be placed anywhere on the screen. I would imagine that it 
would find a place in most PD collections.

WHERE IS IT?
Mini Print Shop, takes up a whole disc, it is on WACCI PD DISC 27. It 
consists of 12 files, the document file being P-SHOP.DOC, which you 
ought to print out as soon as possible.

WHAT NOW?
Insert side A of the disc in and after typing Run “P-Shop" <cr> the 
program will load. At the prompt, turn over the disc and then your off. 
Leaving the program disc in allows you to load other clip art or font 
files at the push of a few keys. The program doesn’t check if it’s the 
correct disc, it just stops!

Clip Art Examples

HINT’S AND TIPS

1. Depending on which Art or DTP package you have, you will need to 
ensure your designs will fit the screen size of your package.

2. If you are using the fonts and pics, it may be to your advantage 
to lay the text first, and then fit in the artwork. However, be 
careful, the screen is cleared under the area of the cursor.

3. The major problem with this program is it only loads and saves 
screen files with the name "PICTO.PIC". That means one file per 
disc! Well, there are ways around this, this one is not elegant, 
nor is it good programming practice etc. but it works!

Clip Art Examples

When you have completed the design, swap the disc, (to your 
picture disc) and save it. Pressing ESC ESC breaks into the basic 
program, CAT is obvious, then REName the pic file to "Name.EXT" 
where EXT is whichever ext. your ART or DTP package will like to 
find. CONT will restart the program. You will need to clear the 
screen because it’s corrupt! Well, I did say it wasn’t elegant!!

I dare say if you had a mind you could do something with defining 
function keys to produce sequential names (thus allowing both saving 
and loading of screens) which would be a lot nicer.

Clip Art Examples
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PROTYPE THE RETURN OF ARNOR
Did you think Arnor had developed their last CPC product?

Amstrad Action speed tests show Protext to be many 
times faster than other programs, for example:

Replace operation

Program A - 94 secs 
Program B - 74 secs 
Protext

We must admit, it was starting to look that way. But now 
we are pleased to announce a stunning new arrival - 
Protype. This provides Protext with the improved 
printing features that many of you have requested.

We honestly believe that it is not possible to achieve 
better quality output from a 9 pin printer than with 
Protype. Just look at the examples below - all printed on 
an elderly Amstrad DMP 2000!

Protype costs just £30 and is available on disc only. It 
works with Protext rom and disc versions and may also 
be used as a stand alone program.

5 years after its original release Protext remains 
indisputably the leading CPC word processor. In the 
February 1991 issue, Amstrad Action said:

"Without doubt the most complete word processor 
available for the CPC ... Protext is very much a 
professional quality program."

5 secs

Delete 17k block

Program A - 17 secs
Program B - 15 secs
Protext - 1 sec

Prices

Protype £30 (disc, Protext not required)
Protext + Protype £45 (disc)
Rombo ROM box £20 (when at least one ROM is purchased)

ROM prices Promerge Plus £20
Protext £25 Utopia £20
Maxam £25 Maxam 1 Vi £20
Prospell £20 BCPL £20

Protype is a typesetting print 
enhancer designed to squeeze 
maximum quality from low-cost 
9 and 24-pin dot matrix ------

Liquid293*
T) Acetic acid (C2H4O2)
2) Acetone (C3H6O)
3) Water^ <H20, salts)

Cp/Jkg-iK-i 

1-96x103 
2-21 x 103 
3-90x103

supports over 40 European languages including:
Anglo-Saxon f? <5 ae oe a e T 0 u ae de 
Czech
Latvian
Polish
Turkish

acd’eef norst’ uuyz 
acegT k I nsuz
? c q 1 nos zz 
aaggilosii

printers. This 
paragraph shows 
how Protype can 
work to a right
hand margin.

H Ganga comun, *Pterocles  olchota», 38cm 

9 con tres bandas en el pecho t 
d faja pectoral castana *

B

Protype (disc only) works on: 
o Amstrad CPC6128W 
O CPC664 & 64K expansion 
o CPC464 & 64K expansion & disc drive 
Uses less than 350 bytes of the main 64K.

This actual-size printout was 
produced in one operation on 
a 9-pin printer using Amor’s 
Protext and Protype.

« » „ 
© £ Y 
— — H 
S A ae

n 
b
£ H

Feeder Ore, pfl pe eart on heofonum 

Ar n-atheir. at4 ar ndamh 

Fader vdr som Sr i himmelen 

Svargayehi vSdasitina apagd piySneni (Sinhalese) 

Teve mflsy. lairs es danguje (Lithuanian)

Pater noster, qui es in caelis (Latin)

(Old English) 

(Irish Gaelic) 

(Swedish)

just some of the non-ASCll symbols : 
” i i I5 2* f §

t s ± r x ; °
6 M P 0 0
ce (E I L d h
—//ne graphics too-*l

-------------------------- PROTYPE IS VERSATILE:
• multiple diacritics (accents) with any letter (| n § A)
• tabulates proportional text / micro-justifies spaces
• 240 dpi »216 dpi resolution on a 9-pin printer!
• works with all 9-pin or 24-pin Epson-compatible printers 
• use from Protext, Basic or machine code
• includes the seven fonts used in this demonstration
• choice of character designs within a font (page or page)
• Ao d Ao lo-rum
• superscript, SUb script, underline, 0 box, © encircle
• kerning (spacing of ‘difficult’ character pairs (AV)

fie/easmffyoi/rmicrospofentia/...

X/776?/- Ltd fAAJ, 611 Lincoln Road, Peterborough PE1 3HA. Tel: 0733 63909 (24 hr J Fax: 0733 67299
All prices include VAT, postage and packing. Credit card orders will be despatched by return of post. If paying by cheque please allow 10-14 days for delivery.



Letters to.-~

Very Basic Basic 
65 Lawrence Rd 

Altrincham 
Cheshire 
WA14 4EL

All the latest news and some basic Basic programming as well.

Hello everyone, 'Tis I.

Right straight on from last issue’s 
diatribe. He have talked through the 
loading routines etc and non it’s....

THE GAMES MISTRESS
The heart of the program is what I 
have called the games section and it 
starts out with line number 520 which 
Clears the Screen. If you find that 
you have difficulty in remembering CIS 
try to think that it Clears the Screen 
and not CLS-clear screen. Line 530 is 
the start of the FOR.. TO.. NEXT loop 
that points to the relevant value of x 
for sim$(x).

fails, 1 is taken off 1, be careful, 
1 (one) and 1 (el) look very similar 
and 1 is added to c. The next line 
causes the next line to be repeated 
and repeated until a space is found. 
This means that 1 and c are used as 
counters and enable the first space 
to be found. Why a space? This is 
because the first space, counting 
from the right hand end signifies 
the start of the last word which 
is what we are trying to isolate.

-{VbBVbB}-

-{VbBVbB}-

The variable called length is made 
equal to the LENgth of sim$(l) (first 
time around) as is the variable "I" 
(also for length). A counter called 
"c" is cleared at the end of the line.

Notice that whilst the lines are 
within a FOR/NEXT loop they are 
indented by a space. This makes it a 
little easier to read.

is. It says that "c” 
from the RIGHT hand end 
are to be converted to 

and then located as a

THE COUNTING HOUSE
I had better explain why there are so 
many counters. Length is used as the 
length of the whole sentence and 
initially so is 1, whilst c is zero.

MID$(sim$(x),1,c) means look at 1 
character in the MIDdle of sim$(say 1) 
1 characters from the left. Find your 
ASCII table in your manual and you 
will find that 32 is a space. So line 
550 means IF the target character is a 
space THEN goto line 580. If the test

Nothing too mind bending so far. 
Notice that 550 is exited via a 
goto 580. Since control is still 
within the same loop, the method 
of 190 would not be appropriate 
here. Line 580 is another of 
those lines that look harder than 
it really 
characters 
of sim$(x) 
UPPER case
new variable called targets. The 
reason it is converted to capital 
letters is that it makes a 
comparison (in 630 later) easier.

Now if the right hand end of the 
sentence is the answer then the 
left hand end must be the question 
and this is printed on the screen 
by 600. To find the question, 590 
puts a quantity of characters from 
the LEFT of sim$(x) into the 
variable quest(ion)$. The number 
of characters is the total length 
less the quantity of characters
in the last word (c). On to line 
610 where the computer stops and

Cb’lHl

Ganes
Mistress

in
School

Scandal

prana.

The Daily Rag in
It’s a real time program scandal
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waits for you to INPUT your idea of 
the last word. Your attempt is stored 
in a variable called t$ and converted 
to capitals by 620. In 630 the actual 
last word (targets) is compared with 
your attempted last word (t$).

Both are in upper case so the 
comparison is just like for like. IF 
the comparison fails THEN Basic is 
sent back to 600 for you to have 
another try but IF they are the same 
then 640 sends Basic back to get the 
next simile and the proglet is 
repeated. The last line 650 RETURNS 
Basic to the menu when all twelve 
similes have been completed.

TIDYING UP
As I always say things will look 
better if they are tidied up so let's 
see what can be done to the program as 
it stands. The menu is a scrunched up 
so have a look at figure 2 (figure 1 
was last month).

Lines 52 to 105 space out the menu 
just to make it prettier and more 
readable. It does this by adding a 
title in line 1 then spacing all the 
menu entries out at lines 4, 8, 12 etc 
and lining them all up in column No.7. 
Line 285puts the brakes on the program 
and allows the screen to be read and 
286 tell you how to get going again.

CAT (’O' NINE TAILS)
The save input routine asks you to 
name the (new) file at 320 so 315 
flings up the CATalogue so you can see 

what filenames you have used. Lines 
425 does a similar thing whereas 395 
and 495 insert a delay to enable the 
screen to be read comfortably. If 
you get the answer or rather when 
you get the answer right 635 makes a 
nice noise to give you a pat on the 
back. If you want the program to 
blow a raspberry if you get it wrong 
then work out the sound command you 
want, go on, it’s not difficult and 
alter 630 like so. Replace 600 with 
the new sound command followed by:

:goto 600

SIMILES
If you are any thing like me, you 
will be able to think of any number 
of similes until you’re at the key 
board and your mind will go blank. 
(Mine is all the time, but that’s 
another story) so figure 3 is 
included for your delectation. By 
the way you can always use a word 
processor to make the file if you 
want. Just make the first one using 
options 1 and 3 then load the 
resultant file into a word processor 
to see what form it should take.

-{VbBVbB}-

Well that’s all for this month. 
Don’t forget if you’re stuck you can 
always write to me at Tilling Towers 
and I'll do my best to confuse you 
completely. Bye for now, Alan.

11 'More of the Similes Program
52 LOCATE 12,1:PRINT'Simple Similes"
55 LOCATE 7,4
65 LOCATE 7,7
75 LOCATE 7,10
85 LOCATE 7,13
95 LOCATE 7,16
105 LOCATE 7,20
285 CALL &B818
286 PRINT: PRINT:PRINT "Press any key 

when ready"
315 PRINTrCAT
395 FOR t=0 TO lOOOrNEXT t
425 CAT
426 PRINT.-PRINT
495 FOR t=0 TO 1000:NEXT t

fig 2

Loads of Similes

As pleased as punch
As poor as a church mouse

As proud as a peacock
As quiet as a mouse

As slippery as an eel
As strong as an ox

As thick as thieves
As wise as an owl

As black as soot
As mad as a March hare

As bold as brass
As hard as nails

fig 3

s Adwts ? ® Adwte $ ® A^wts $ $ Adverts & & Adverts &
FOR SALE — FOR SALE — FOR SALE FOR SALE +++ FOR SALE +++ FOR SALE +++ FOR SALE +++ FOR SALE +++ FOR SALE

By The Welsh Wizard, Gwynn Hopkins AA Covertapes Nos 1 to 15 - 50p each Lazer Squad - Tape - £ 3.50

26 Assorted disc games, including, AA Back Issues - Nos 50 to 66 except Turbo Outrun - Tape - £ 3.00
numbers 59, 60 & 61 - Only £1.00

Spitting Image RoboCop - Tape - £ 2.50
81lodwych Mini Office II - Tape - £ 3.50
Centurions Pictionary - Tape - £ 3.50

and many, many, many more Chase HQ - Tape - £ 2.50
Rainbow Islands - Tape - £ 3.00

Most for £10, some for £15 Fiendish Freddy’s "8ig Top/Fun"
Tape - £ 3.00 Gazza’s Super Soccer - Tape - £ 2.00

Phone Gwynn for a full list on:
Simon Jones, 11 Bollin Gardens, Biddulph, Stoke-On-Trent, Staffs, ST8 7EZ

Aberystwyth (0970) 828311 Please «ake cheques payable to Si«on Jones
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Not so much a program 
more a way of life....

How »o survive the rwneties by Alon TtHirtg <md Clive Belioby.

Clive and Alan answer loads of questions about Forth.
You thought you Mere safe, but you’re 
in for a surprise, the sun decides to 
shine and her indoors decides it time 
you stopped playing Mi th that stupid 
computer and did something useful like 
gardening or painting . . . . . . . . .

It could have been Morse, you could 
be made to Match: Tennis from Mimbers, 
or ShoM Jumping (Sobbo bashing) from 
someMhere else . . . . . . . . . . . HoMever, this 
story cannot be true ’cos you're oom 
reading your HACCI. So all must be 
Mell Mi th the Morld, the birds are 
singing, the sun is shining . . . . . . . . . . .

INTRO
This month we’re going to answer loads 
of questions that have been posed over 
the past two months by the young (and 
famous) Allen Cooper. Allen’s been 
getting stuck into Forth (and stuck in 
Forth) and has encountered one or two 
or three or more questions and he now 
wants some answers.

HOW MANY FILES
When using the new version of Forth 
the lowest screen number you should 
start entering your program on is 
screen 50 (on the old version you 
started at screen 40.)

The reason for this is simple, we 
need to reserve space on the disc for 
the operating system and for the Forth 
language program. If we don’t use 
screens 0 - 49 inclusive, then we have 
reserved 50k of disc space for these 
programs. The operating system takes 
up 9k of disc space and the directory 
tracks take up another 2k. So with the 
new version of Forth we have 39k of 
space available, and with the old 
version we have 29k available.

Now Allen sent me a disc, with the 
new version of Forth on it, on which 
he had saved three 14k programs. Now 
as explained, there is only 39k of 
space available, and Allen had saved 
42k worth of programs to the disc. By 

doing this, Allen have overwritten and 
lost the contents of screens 50 to 53 
inclusive. Be warned, you should not 
exceed the maximum amount of space, if 
you do, you’ll corrupt the screens.

MORE ABOUT ROH BOXES
Allen was having a few problem with 
his Rom box last month, originally he 
though the Forth was clashing with the 
programs. However, having talked to 
the experts, they assured us that it 
was almost probably a hardware fault, 
and probably a faulty connection.

Allen has checked his power supply, 
and feels he has a below par monitor 
power supply which he is trying to get 
fixed. Meanwhile if you know anything 
about power supplies and the CPC can 
you drop Allen a line. (You can send 
it to WACCI and we’ll pass it on.)

CREATING A STANDALONE PROGRAM IN FORTH

This program demonstrates how to remove the screen editor from Forth, prior 
to saving a standalone program to disc. This reduces the program size by 6k 
and increases the operating speed of the program.

FORTH DEFINITIONS DECIMAL 

’ FORGET-ME FENCE !

FORGET FORGET-ME

NEW-PROGRAM (
10 0 DO (

CR .“ Hello Sailor " (
CR ." Press Any Key " CR (
KEY DROP (

LOOP (

ZAP ( Create a standalone program on the disc )

After you have entered the program onto a screen, load the screen, then 
follow the on-screen prompts to create a standalone program. For this 
example only, please call the new program TEMP.COM.

STANDALONE PROGRAMS
If you use the new version of Forth to 
create a standalone program, then as 
Allen suggasted, the program and Forth 
are saved as one completed file (in 
effect the standalone program sits on 
the back of Forth.) This is why most 
standalone programs take up 14k of 
disc space. However, you can (and 
should) drop the screen editor part of 
Forth (use Forget etc to do so) prior 
to saving the new program to disc. Let 
me (or us) demonstrate this with an 
example program.

Please note, this example will only 
work with the fully updated version of 
Forth, that’s version 1.21 (This is on 
the new Forth disc, WACCI PD DISC 1.)

All you must do is enter and compile 
the example, then follow the on-screen 
instructions to create a new program.

( Select a vocabulary and a number base )

( Deprotect the words you wish to forget )

( Forget [drop] the dictionary words )

A simple program that demonstrates how 
the option works. This example program 
just displays a silly message on the 
VDU screen - 10 times - You must press 
a key after the message has been 
displayed.
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The new program will be around 9k in 
size, the original program was 14k, so 
by dropping the screen editor from 
completed programs we saved around 5k 
of expensive disc space. The shorter 
program will also run faster than the 
original program.

You could also arrange to drop all 
of the new words in Forth that are not 
required for your standalone program 
as this will save more space. However, 
this will only save a maximum of 3k so 
it may not be worth the effort.

CONTROL CODES AND THINGS
The two versions (CP/M 2.2 & CP/M 3.1) 
use different control codes so what do 
you do in order to cope? This problem 
is not unique to Forth, it’s common to 
all those programs (and programmers) 
who wish to end up with programs that 
operates under both systems.

Cast your mind back a year or so, to 
the Cobol programming series, the same 
problem was faced by those wishing to 
write programs that operated correctly 
under CP/M 3.2 and CP/M 3.1 (plus.)

Any program that operates under both 
CP/M 2.2 and CP/M 3.1 must follow one 
of three distinct paths in order to 
overcome the problems .... These three 
methods have been used since time 
began by all programmers.

1. You can stick to scrolling text 
only. The scrolling text method 
runs happily (and naff 'ily under) 
either system. This is the most 
popular solution.

2. You could build both sets of 
control codes into the program.. 
Then ask the user which version of 
CP/M they were using . . Then
select the correct control codes. 
He used this this method in the 
Cobol programming series.

3. You start by using basic scrolling 
text and then modify the program to 
suit the environment it’s in. In 
short, the user picks and enters 
their own control codes. This is 
the method used by VDE and many 
leading programs.

HERE HE GO, HERE WE GO . . . . . . . .
Again, rather than go on and on about 
what you should do, we’ve written this 
short example program to demonstrate 
one of the methods you can use. All

CHOOSING THE CORRECT CP/M CONTROL CODES

CP/M 2.2 and CP/M 3.1 (plus) use different control codes. Clearing the screen 
using CP/M 2.2 is CHR$(12), whilst CP/M 3.1 (plus) uses ESC “E“ ESC "H". This 
sort of problem must be overcome, if you’re going to write program that run 
under both operating system. This problem is not limited to Forth, it affects 
all the languages and program that wish to use both operating systems.

FORTH DEFINITIONS DECIMAL

0 VARIABLE CPM?

: GET-CP/M
CR .“ Press (2) for CP/M 2.2 “
CR Press (3) for CP/M 3.1 " 
CR KEY CPM? !

: CLEAR-SCREEN ( —, clear the vdu screen )
CPM? 8 50 -■ ( recall CP/M value, is it 50 ? )
IF 12 EMIT ( if CP/M 2.2, use CHR$ 12 )
ELSE 27 EMIT 69 EMIT 27 EMIT 72 EMIT ( if CP/M 3.1, use ESC "E“ ESC "H" ) 
ENDIF

The easiest way around this problem would be to stick to the naff scrolling 
text, this runs under both systems without a problem. Compatibility problems 
or not restricted to CP/M 2.2 and CP/M 3.1, you’ll find similar problems when 
coping with 464’s, 664’s and 6128’s (even if you exclude the plus series.)

If you use this method, then you’ll need to do one of these for control code 
that’s varies between CP/M 2.2 and CP/M 3.1.

you need to do is: enter, compile and 
test the example (that’s not to much 
to ask is it?) Hhen you’re happy with 
the definition, save a new version of 
Forth called TEMP-CPM.COM on the work 
disc. Quit Forth and then load the new 
version by entering TEMP-CPM at the A> 
prompt of either CP/M 2.2 or CP/M 3.1.

When the program has loaded, enter 
GET-CPM, press Return, and then select 
the correct version of CP/M. Hhen you 
have selected the correct version, 
enter CLEAR-SCREEN, and the screen 
will clear. The CLEAR-SCREEN command 
checks which version of CP/M is 
running and selects the control codes 
needed for that version.

ADAPTING FORTH v 1.21
If you want to adapt Forthl21 to match 
your own needs, (such as changing the 
SAVE message to one you prefer) then 
you really need the original Forth 
source code and screens. So we’ve put 
them on a disc, just for you. HACCI PD 
DISC 38 ’ish contains the source code

( store the CP/M system number in here )

( store the current CP/M operating ) 
( system number in the variable CPM?. ) 
( if CPM? = 50 then it’s CP/M 2.2 ) 
( if not, then it's CP/M 3.1 )

for both updated version of Forth, so 
you’ll be able to adapt Forth at your 
leisure. All you need to do is copy 
the CP/M 2.2 System tracks onto the 
discs and you’re ready to go . . . . . .

MINUS, NOT AND BITS
Many versions of Forth exist, the two 
most popular are FigForth (the one 
we’re using) and Forth-79. I (that’s a 
Clive I) have a version of FigForth 
that runs on the PC under MS-DOS.

Both versions of the language are 
similar, but they do have differences. 
MINUS becomes NEGATE and 0= becomes 
NOT. If you’re using program listing 
not specifically designed for FigForth 
then you’ll need to adapt the program.

OUTRO
Hell once again the sun sinks slowly 
in the west and we’re forced to call 
it a day. Again leaving you to pick up 
the pieces of your shattered life .... 
So it’s a good night from me and sleep 
tight from him. Byeeeeeeee
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Spell Checkers
John Fairlie Investigates SPELL.COM and ISPELL.0AS

The neither is fine, the beer cool and 
the soft breeze is rustling the trees 
in the garden. So, Hhat on earth ait I 
doing sitting here uniting the second 
part of the Spell Checkers series?

In this instalment I’m taking a look 
at tmo good public domain programs, 
SPELL.COM (CP/M) and ISPELL (Amsdos) 
so without a typo in sight, me ’re onto 
the spell checking. . . . . . . .

REVIEW of SPELL.COM

CP/M’s SPELL.COM is very different to 
Prospell. It works only in CP/M and it 
can only check ASCII files. This means 
that you will have to save your text 
file (or a version of it) in ASCII to 
be able to spell check it.

SPELL consists of three files, you 
start with SPELL.COM and there’s also 
SPELL-ED.COM and MASTER.LEX to contend 
with. The latter is your dictionary 
and is merely an ASCII text file of a 
list of words.

HOM TO USE SPELL.COM
Wind up CP/M and at the A> prompt you 
should enter the following:

SPELL <filename> [F]

The program will then load itself and 
a the ascii textfile. Internally, it 
sorts out your text file into a list 
of different words. It will then 
prompt for the name of the dictionary. 
You type in MASTER and the program 
then masks the words used in your text 
file against the list of words in 
MASTER.LEX. SPELL will then only 
address those words not found in 
MASTER.LEX. It again prompts for any 
other dictionary name. If you have no 
other dictionary files, you press 
enter. You are not told how many 
words were found or not found.

The list of words not found in the 
dictionary will then be displayed on 
the screen, and will also be copied to 

a file called SPELL.LEX. The latter 
will not happen if you did not include 
the [F] in the original command line.

Horse

THE NEXT STEP
You can now proceed onto the next 
phase. Here you enter the command 
SPELL-ED <filename> again entering the 
name of your text file. SPELL-ED will 
take each word in SPELL.LEX and 
present it to you on screen. You then 
say whether you want to Ignore it, 
(press <I>), Add it to the dictionary 
(press <A>), or Mark it in the text 
file (press <M>).

On completion, all the words to 
which you answered <A>dd, will be put 
in a file called NEW.LEX. Your text 
file will be amended to add a double 
hash (I#) by each word you opted to 
<M>ark. (Your original version is 
still available but as a .BAK file). 
This will allow you to find the words 
later and amend them as you wish with 
your word processor. SPELL.LEX will be 
erased, and NEW.LEX will be generated. 
SPELL-ED exits to AMSDOS, it’s a known 
bug but files are not corrupted.

CREATING A NEW FILE
You then have to combine MASTER.LEX 
and NEW.LEX manually before the next 
spell check. (So you will have to boot 
up CP/M again!). Combining these files 
can be done using PIP. At the A> 
prompt you enter:

PIP MASTER.LEX-MASTER.LEX,NEW.LEX

You must also remember to delete 
NEW.LEX. You can put the dictionary in 
order with SORT.COM, or count the 
woids in it with WCOUNT.COM, however, 
this is not essential. This is rather 
a palava. If you were using a CP/M 

text editor, ie, VDE then it might not 
be so bad, but if you are using an 
AMSDOS word processor or text editor, 
ie, PROTEXT, MINI OFFICE or TASWORD or 
BRUNWORD, then you are in for even 
more hassle. Not only do you have to 
create an ASCII file for checking, but 
then boot up CP/M for the Spell check, 
and finally boot up your Word 
Processor again afterwards for the 
editing of your document.

IT’S DOCUMENTED
For documentation, you get a short DOC 
file explaining the procedures, and I 
have to say that this is perfectly 
adequate for its purpose.

THE MAIN DISADVANTAGE
The main disadvantage is SPELL comes 
with only about 2000 words in its 
dictionary and this means that most of 
the words it throws up as not found 
will be perfectly acceptable words.

It does include Presbyterian and 
ecliesiastical, and also americanisms 
like color, but not many of the basic 
words you use every day.

By using this program extensively and 
by combining dictionaries from users, 
I have built up a dictionary of 9500 
words, all different and all verified 
by Prospell. If you start with a 2000 
word dictionary, then spell checking 
becomes more of a dictionary building 
exercise! By the time I got to 5200 
words, I gave up and bought Prospell 
with over 30,000 words already there 
and have never regretted it.

THE CONCLUSION
In conclusion, this program does work, 
and is probably one of the more useful 
programs in the PD library. By this, I 
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mean it does quite a useful job. It 
converted me to the idea that spell 
checkers were a must. Its big plus 
point is that it’s compact. SPELL is 
only 3k in size whilst SPELL-ED.COM is 
9k. The starter dictionary of 2000 
words takes 17k of disk space. It is 
on the new WACCI PD DISC 37, which is 
due to be released soon.

Lucky?

REVIEW OF ISPELL

As soon as I tell you that ISPELL is 
by the same author as PD Planner, (and 
that the same person is the HACCI 
Subscription Manager!) you are likely 
to assume, as I did, that you are in 
for one of the best PD programs in its 
field. Hell, you’re not going to be 
disappointed. ISPELL Has originally 
knonn as HACCISPELL but it has non 
been moved to the Public Domain under 
the nen name of ISPELL. (Short for 
Interactive Spell.)

When I first got hold of a review 
copy, it was version 4, and it so 
captivated me, that I looked at how 
Paul had done things, and suggested a 
few improvements. That is why you will 
see my name in the accompanying 
document file, and the fact that this 
review now refers to version 5! ISPELL 
is on the new WACCI PD DISC TEN. (This 
disc also contains VDE266, the quality 
Public Domain Word Processor.)

PAUL'S AN EXPERT BANKER
Paul is an expert in using the CPC 
(including the second 64k of the 6128) 
to the full. His spreadsheet program 
PD Planner was unique in its field.

No-one else to my knowledge has even 
attempted to write a good quality 
spreadsheet. His Spell Checker is the 
same. He has again tackled an area of 
programming most steer well clear of. 
His product is very different to both 
CP/M SPELL and Prospell.

Pauls approach is to use the second 
64k to hold the dictionary and the 
first 64k to hold the program and the 
text file to be checked. The program 
checks ASCII files only and it uses 
the standard Bankmanager commands. You 

need a 128k machine, and BANKMAN.BIN 
(from your CPC Master System discs) on 
your working ISPELL disk.

STARTING ISPELL
You start by running ISPELL.BAS, a 5k 
program that does the main business. 
First it checks if BANKMAN is loaded 
(and if not, it loads it.) It then 
asks if the dictionary is loaded, and 
loads that if you answer ’N’.

The second 64k acts as a standard 
string storage system, Paul chose 12 
characters as the optimum word length. 
This gives a dictionary size of 5461 
(64k/12) words, but all must be 12 
characters long or less. The current 
dictionary fills the RAM.

The method of loading the dictionary 
is somewhat novel. Paul says that to 
use the conventional method, ie, 
reading each of these 5461 words from 
disk and |BANKWRITE’ing them is too 
slow. He has therefore supplied the 
RAM ready loaded as four 16k files 
which are loaded as screen files, and 
{SCREENCOPY’d into the RAM. This takes 
some twenty seconds or less.

THE OPENING SCREEN
You are presented with the main screen 
and I was instantly impressed. You get 
a very nice presentation complete with 
3D effect title. The program prompts 
for the data disk, and catalogues it 
before prompting for the name of the 
text file to be checked. The file is 
then loaded into memory, and the 
checking process begins.

You then see the text file scroll in 
the central part of the screen with 
the commands available listed below. 
A word counter reports progress as you 
go. When a word is found that is not 
in the dictionary, it is highlighted 
in the text and the program awaits 
your instruction.

THE FOUR COMMANDS
Four commands are available, fl to 
ignore this word and move on, f2 to 
ignore it on this and any further 
occurrence within the document, f3 to 
edit the word within the document, and 
f9 to quit the spell check program and 
return to BASIC.

THE MAIN LIMITATION
It is here that the limitations of the 
program become apparent. 5200 words 
is not a large dictionary and most of 

the words thrown up will be perfectly 
acceptable spellings, but which have 
not been included in the dictionary.

Version 4 was slow, but I can no 
longer make this criticism! The spell 
check proceeds at a very respectable 
pace. You generally expect programs in 
BASIC to be slow, but Paul has gone 
some way to turbo charge the checking 
procedure. The fact that the program 
will stop every so often with non 
dictionary words is now more relevant 
than the speed in full flight.

At the end of the spell check 
process, you will be prompted to save 
the amended file if you have edited 
any words in the process. You may 
still answer N at this point to which 
it will prompt for any further files 
to check. If you answer N, the program 
then exits to BASIC, but resets 
colours and windows - another nice 
touch I warmly approve of.

V« a
Music JI^Nut?

CHANGE THAT DICTIONARY
Dictionary editing is carried out from 
a separate program supplied. You run 
LEXED.BAS and the program again checks 
for BANKMAN and asks whether the 
dictionary is present. This again 
shows that Paul knows his onions. As 
he says in the help file, if you reset 
the computer with CONTROL, SHIFT and 
ESCAPE, the second 64k will keep the 
dictionary intact. There is no need 
to load it again!

You can then cursor up (or down) the 
5461 words, but only one is shown in a 
small window at any one time. You can 
also find words by typing in to a 
search option, or going directly to a 
particular number word by entering its 
number if known.

The current word can then be edited. 
Finally, the program gives the option 
of saving the four 16k disctionary 
files needed by ISPELL.

The problem here is that for any 
word you want to add, you are going to 
have to find a word to delete.

Version 4 had some errors and slang 
words, but by masking the dictionary 
against Prospell, I can now report 
that version 5 contains a near perfect 
set of 5461 words. Who said perfection 
was hard to achieve? They were right.
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I SPY THE ISPELL DOCUMENTATION
The documentation consists of a four 
page file which contains all that is 
necessary to both operate the program 
and understand how it works. One thing 
Paul has included of which I warmly 
approve, is his name, address and 
telephone number so you can contact 
him if you have any further queries.

CONCLUSION
All in all I was pleased to receive 
ISPELL. For the way Paul has chosen to 
do things, it’s about as good as it’s 
possible to be. The presentation is 
nothing short of immaculate (if only 
Prospell was like this!) but the 
limitation of the dictionary is the 
big draw back. It will, of course, 
find all your typing errors. If you 
don’t have a spell checker, this is 
certainly going to fill a gap. Get it!

IT’S NOT SIZE THAT COUNTS
Too much emphasis should not be placed 
on the size of the dictionary. It has 
been calculated (by the experts) that 
most people have about 10,000 to 
15,000 words in their vocabulary.

This means that if you built up your 
own dictionary, by the time you got 
to, say, 10,000 words, you would have 
a fair coverage of the words you 
actually used in everyday situations.

Someone elses vocabulary may also 
consist of a similar number of words, 
but not necessarily the same words.

Pretty

Therefore, when you buy a dictionary, 
it is trying to cover not only the 
words you use in everyday life, nor is 
it trying to cover the words that 
everybody uses in everyday life. A 
dictionary tries to cover all the 
words you’ll ever likely to come in 
contact with, and I can assure you, 
that’s some task.

HON HANY WORDS
This article contains some 2150 words, 
however, it only contains some 580 
different words. It’s a reasonably 
clear and concise piece of work, so we 

should perhaps think about how many 
different words a dictionary will need 
to contain if it is to be usable?

A new Prospell dictionary contains 
some 33,000 words, and has space for 
an extra 6,000 spellings to be added.

For most applications this is to 
many, a dictionary that contains all 
the words you are likely to use in 
everyday situations will probably only 
need to contain some 5-6000 words. You 
should always remember that there are 
many hundreds of words that you can 
spell without help (Cat, Dog, Mat...)

WORDSTAR AT' WORK
In comparison, WordStar on the PC has 
a dictionary of some 100,000 words. 
In all my use of this over the last 
three years, I have only had a handful 
of words added. The coverage here is 
therefore virtually 100%.

OUTRO
Well that’s about it for this month, 
next month I hope to be able to 
include a review of Taspell, now that 
I have received a review copy from 
Tasword. Have a good month!
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BJ-10 EX
Bob Moffatt Completes His BJIOex Revelations !
Hi there Bob, this is Uncle Clive, you 
may be wondering what I'm doing on 
your page? Well I'll tell you, I had 
this idea, I thought that you could 
write the page, I could lay it out and 
then you could print it on the BJ10. 
Do you think this is a good idea?

Hi there Clive, Bob here, Yep it's a 
good idea, now get off my page, get on 
your horse and get out of town.

INTRODUCTION
And there you have it, the simplest 
ideas are the best. I've got this BJ10 
printer sussed out now, it now does 

what I want, when I want it and the 
finished article don't half look good 
(I hope it prints Okay.)

THE PRINTED EXAMPLES
Rather than just print out examples, I 
have included the printer control 
codes in the example, like so ....

( [K[q1 [K[qO ) There was an old man

The printer control codes are in the 
brackets, the first group switches the 
feature on, the second group switches 
the feature off. I used the left-hand 

square bracket to represent the ESC 
code (ascii code 27) in the examples. 
This should be a lot easier for you to 
follow than the standard, ESC Q 'n' 
example. You know the one? Where 'o' 
is a value between 0 and 127, or, 
where 'n' is a bird that lays eggs.

OUTRO
I met Clive at the All Formats Show in 
London, I recognised him instantly, he 
was just as blurred as his AA photo. 
Nell that's about it, unless there's 
something else you want me to cover, 
I'll say goodbye for now.

EXAMPLES OF TEXT PRINTED USING THE BJIOex BUBBLE JET PRINTER
This example is 'economy' - light on the ink, Don't know why. Uncle C what printer codes did you use? )

( [64 ) Our hero resets his printer to default pica - ggg.
( 15 [kl [kO 18 ) 'no twiddles', sans serif condensed type, as used by WACCI (I hope, Uncle Clive left me here alone!)

( [k1[@ [kO[ ) Back into pica typeface - but with Omar - ggg.

( [q2 [qO ) Shadow - Uncle, hoi/ do I get back to WACCI?
( [wl[Wl[ql [wO[WO[qO ) Hl Al ° L ° = ‘WnfoUBl

( [ql [qO ) Sorry9 it Bait laist bit toabl® high & wide OUTLINE! <>

( [M ) Elite, - but Uncle C please listen, what codes for WACCI?

( [ql [qO ) CwM be Hits ®«tlin® - bttt wb® wmt® that?

( [wl[Wl [wO[WO) Double high and wide - filled.
( [SO [ST ) Now we are alone Clive, please tell me

( [SI [ST ) 1 need more space - combined 'outline' 
frankly, I resent being given just one page to tell 
PDG - (Pretty Damned Good) machine. You've stopped

how to get back to WACCI script.

and 'shadow' are 
members that the 
a full and frank

not covered and
BJ 10 ex is a

([!!! [! ! .' ) (Silence Bufoon! Get back in your box. Ed)
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TREADING THE BAUDS Q
0

H9 I I

TTTTj^^ \

/«^w\ By GEOFF HOLMES
In days of yore, when communication skills were at a minimum, it would have been 
very foolish to leave your cave without a club. Your club was a signal to others 
that you were ready for business. Just imagine two cave-persons rounding a corner 
from opposite directions. They bump into each other. One says "Ugh!" the other 
says “Urghh!" Nostrils flare, eyes glare and they begin walloping each with their 
clubs. Now what do you think might have happened, if one of them didn’t have a 
club, khat a mess, yeuk! perish the thought. Of course if the one with club were 
a gentleman cave-person, he might just give the clubless one a tap on his noggin, 
muttering “Gotcha!'' Meaning you better go and get your club mate, you look 
dec idely undressed.

Where is this taking us? Protocol.... 
If you don’t know your protocol for 
comms, you won’t rise above the cave
person clubbing technique. You don’t 
greet someone with, "The rain in Spain 
falls mainly in the plain." "Hello..." 
is the accepted norm.

And so it is with computers, modems 
and the rest of the world. You have to 
be aware of what the protocol signals 
are and what they do.

GOVERNMENT HEALTH WARNING
Understanding protocols can seriously 
improve your comms skills. Put very 
simply: ’a protocol is a set of rules 
of operation agreed to by a group of 
users’. Everyone knows what to expect 
and communication runs smoothly, 
hopefully . . . . . . . . . . .

THE PROTOCOL
All right, lets look at the protocol 
for your comms modem. So, what is the 
first signal sent to your modem via 
the RS232 interface? When you first 
run your comms program, or by default 
when you power on your computer, a 
signal ’Data Terminal Ready’ (DTR) is 
sent to your modem. This is analagous 
to your computer saying “Hi Modem, how 
are you?"

Your modem replies, "Hello Computer, 
I’m fine" by returning a ’Data Set 
Ready’ (DSR) signal. Your computer 
carries on by asking “Modem, are you 

ready to send a byte?" by raising the 
’Request To Send’ (RTS) line.

The modem replies "I’m free" by 
raising its 'Clear To Send’ (CTS) line 
to the RS232 interface and thence to 
the computer.

HOWS THAT AGAIN
You dial out the SB phone number, the 
On Line (OL) light comes on. After a 
few ring tones, you receive a carrier. 
(You push the switch if it’s a manual 
modem.) On hearing the carrier your 
modem says "I’m through to the SB’s 
modem" by raising the ’Data Carrier 
Detected’ (DCD) signal.

In the mean while, the SB’s modem 
would have sent a ’Ring Indicator’ 
(RI) signal to the BB Computer on 
receipt of your telephone call. Note, 
not all modems have this signal line, 
the modem may send this protocol 
signal as a short text such as "RING" 
instead of raising the RI line. The BB 
would be in answer-back mode, that’s 
why it responds with carrier to your 
telephone call. Again not all modems 
have this auto-answer back feature. 
The 8B is now in a position to send 
you its welcoming banner and logon 
prompt, you’re almost in there ...

Now back to your end. You have 
established a comms link connection 
between you and the B8. Data and file 
transfers may now be exchanged. You 
can observe this by looking at the TXD 

and RXD lights on your modem. They 
twitch nervously as bytes whizzes to 
and fro.

NO LOOSE ENDS
If your modem gets tied up with 
something while you try to send data, 
it will drop the CTS signal until it 
is free again. This is known as 
hardware flow control.

Hardware flow control is a local to 
each end only. All the signals 
mentioned so far are separate lines 
between your interface and modem.

There are 25 lines available but not 
all are used. The RS232 specification 
is a standard, defining the pin-out 
arrangement on the 25-way plug/socket 
and voltage levels, whereas V23, 
V22bis and so on, define the baud- 
rates and frequencies for a logic one 
and zero, for example.

SOME LOOSE WIRES
Between your modem and the BB’s modem 
is just a pair of BT wires. This means 
that flow control can only be 
exercised by sending special reserved 
characters for this purpose. There 
being no extra wires for hardware flow 
control signals. XOFF/XON is used and 
is known as Software Flow control.

LOADS OF FLOW CONTROL
The chars used for XOFF is 19hex, or 
key [CTRL-S] to tell the BB, “whoaaa!" 
Don’t send me any more data for the 
time being." The BB will wait until it 
sees XON. When your computer is ready 
for data again, it sends XON which is 
17 hex or key [CTRL-Q].

When you go into a menu selection on 
your comms program, XOFF/XON is used. 
That is, it sends an XOFF to the BB 
then brings up a menu of options on 
your screen. After all you wouldn’t 
want to return to terminal mode and
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find the 88 was halfway through a 
message to you. When you come out of 
the menu option screen and return to 
terminal mode, the program sends an 
XON char to the 88. Normal comms is 
then resumed.

WHAT IS IT (THAT IT IS?)
Without flow control, data may be 
corrupted. You could be sending data 
when the 88 isn’t ready and it just 
gets ignored. There isn’t any harm 
done to your equipment if flow control 
isn’t used. Just data corruption which 
may be serious if the data means a lot 
to you though. In general, the DTR, 
RTS, DCO and OL (On-Line) lights will 
remain set on, ie. lit, during your 
logon session. The CTS may blink too 
fast for you to notice, or it may even 
remain set all the time. Only the TXD 
and RXD lights will flicker as data is 
exchanged.

OUTRO
Well after all is said and done, the 
final protocol exchange is to say 
"8yee..." This should be done by your 
computer dropping the DTR and RTS 
signals. I notice that my DTR stays 
high, unless I use JCCLOSE from the 
HoneyTerm program. Also CTS stays 
high. Anyway time for me to say 
{CCLOSE until the next article. Don’t 
forget your protocols now.”

A SUMMARY OF THE HARDWARE SIGNALS
[diagramatically in chronological order from top to bottom)

Computer Modem
<V A*  A/ A, W-V****

Comments
*»A/AzA»A»»»A<A*»VA/A>A»A>A»A>A»A»A»/VA,A>'VA,A»A, a»A/A,A/A>A/A»A,A»A,A»*»A> a*̂ <V<V<VA>A,A, i

DTR —> Computer says “Hi"

<— DSR Modem replies "Hi”

RTS —> Computer says "You free?"

<— CTS Modem says "Yep - I’m free" or it remains 
silent, (in which case you can’t continue.)

dial number ---> OL Online light turns on.

<— DCD Modem says “I’ve got a carrier on the 8T line"

<--- data RXD led flashes as data is received.

data ---> TXD led flashes as data is sent.

<— DCD dropped Carrier dropped. Logged off from 88.

DTR, RTS dropped ---> Bye bye.

<--- DSR dropped Bye bye.

In some modems, full hardware handshaking isn’t implemented. The modem doesn’t 
have DSR for example. Further it ties CTS and DCD together as one signal.

Now Available - MicroDesign Picture and Clip Art Discs

We have loads of MicroDesign Pictures and Clip Art - Only £ 3.00 per disc (See the PD library list for full details)
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STAMPER METCALFE INVESTIGATES
Ever since the introduction of 24 pin 
printers, one of the main snags has 
been the problems me have encountered 
when printing out graphics. Pictures 
grew in length as they Here printed, 
sometimes by a much as 20 percent.

WHERE CAN I BEGIN
One of the major obstacles arose when 
it was required to print out circles 
and the like. I myself had become so 
disappointed that I was beginning to 
think that I had made a severe mistake 
in the purchase of a STAR 24-200.

It was much quicker and quieter (Yes 
it certainly is) but when I tried to 
print out my first attempts of both 
Stop-press and OCR Advanced Art Studio 
screens, I found that they took up a 
sheet and a fifth of listing paper 
(11" by 8.5".) Frantic phone calls to 
Peter Campbell and Tony Walker helped 
somewhat and many thanks to them.

Changing the switches to IBM mode 
helped in some cases, but difficulties 
continued to arise whatever method I 
used, especially with the print out of 
Art studio screens.

HERE IT COMES
Now it looks as though I have cracked 
it! Ringing Goldmark to enquire about 
discounts for our members Brian asked 
whether I would like to review his new 
screen dump programme and the man from 
Sheffield, he said yes!

Stardump from Goldmark is certainly 
very useful, and does what it claims 
to do. Those of you who have a 24 pin 
printer and need to print out a 

picture file whether it be a Standard 
CPC 17K file, an Advanced Art Studio 
file,or a Multiface Screen file or 
even a Goldmark compressed screen file 
(usually about 9K) then Stardump is 
the answer.

IT’S EASY TO USE
You will find it very easy to use as 
most of the items are Menu selected by 
using the cursor keys. (I have not 
tried it with a joystick, but it will 
work with one). The highlighted bar is 
moved around the screen to your choice 
and then press (enter), (return key) 
or <fire button).

Stardump will run from either "A" or 
”B“ drive, but the picture will only 
load from drive “A”.

To run Stardump run "disc" and press 
return. The program will also run on 
CPC Plus series but I haven’t tried 
this option. It will only work on 
24 pin printers which can emulate the 
Epson standard graphics commands. 
24 pin printers from Star, Panasonic, 
Canon, NEC, Fujitsu, Amstrad and, of 
course Epson.

THE GRAND OPENING
On booting up, the main screen is 
displayed with the Goldmark logo etc 
and the instruction is then given to 
press <Fire> or (Return) to continue 
or “Q" to quit. Pressing return then 
asks you whether you have an 8-bit 
printer port fitted or not.

As supplied all CPC models have a 
7-bit printer port One of the effects 
of 7-bit output is graphic printing on 

a 24 pin printer is slow because only 
one screen line can be printed at a 
time-and there are 200 lines on a 
standard CPC screen. With an 8-bit 
port up to eight screen lines can be 
printed at once thereby increasing the 
speed considerably.

ALL PORTS OF CALL
STARDUMP also contains code for the 
six types of add-on 8 bit printer port 
that we have seen so far -- these are 
the KDS marks 1,2 and 3 ports, the 
Electric Studio port, the GOLDMARK 
port as well as the DIY project which 
was published in the ACU magazine.

Stardump will initialise the printer 
port for you - all you need to do is 
answer Y (for yes) when prompted and 
then select your printer port from the 
list supplied.

PRINTER PORTS AND ROMS. . . . . .
If you ask Stardump to initialise the 
printer port (as I did) with your Roms 
switched on . . . . . .  the disc drive makes 
lots of funny noises . . . . . . . . .  so either 
initialise the Roms yourself or switch 
the Roms off before loading Stardump.

PICK A PICTURE
After you have decided about the 8 bit 
port, you are asked to insert your 
picture disc in drive "A" and press 
any key. This produces a white screen 
with the picture files displayed. A 
second keypress then lists the picture 
files and the desired file can be 
highlighted by using the cursor keys. 
When the picture file has been 
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selected pressing another key will ask 
whether this is the screen you wish to 
have printed. Pressing the return key 
again you are then given the choice of 
four screen sizes. These are:-

7.11" by 4.44" CPC Screen
8.00“ by 5.55" CPC Screen

10.60" by 6.66" CPC Screen 
and "Spectrum Screen"

After highlighting your choice by 
moving the highlighting bar over the 
size of your choice and pressing 
(return) the next screen asks you for 
the type of picture file you wish to 
print out. Once again the highlight 
bar is moved to select either:-

Standard CPC 17K File
Advanced Art Studio File
Goldmark compressed File 
Multiface Screen File

Pressing the return key will then ask 
you as to whether the screen to print 
is mode 0, 1, or 2.

Choosing mode 0 
gives you the 
largest screen print 
and is printed down 
the page sideways, 
and is offered with 
an optional border 
around the picture. 
As this print-out is 
10.7" long it is 
unlikely that you 
can print it on cut 
sheet paper because 
not many printers 
will feed paper 
right to the end.

The smallest and 
the largest options 
both give a perfect 
aspect ratio of 8:5 
so round objects 
will appear truly 
round on paper 
although they are 
not quite so on the 
screen.

Choosing the 8" by 
5.55" printout gives 
a slightly elongated
printout but is, apparently, included 
because it is the widest possible 
print across the page with most 
printers. When you have chosen the 
mode of the picture, you are then 

asked for the ink values to use. In 
mode 1 you are asked to choose four 
ink values, in mode 2 you are asked 
for 2 ink values and on choosing 
mode 0 you have to enter 16 ink 
values. I must say that this was the 
part of the program that had me 
foxed until a phone call to Goldmark 
put me on the right track.

CURSES, FOXED AGAIN!
When entering ink colours you must 
enter the value, with or without a 
leading zero for single digit numbers. 
It is impossible to enter an invalid 
number and any number over 26 just 
disappears on pressing (enter).

COMPRESSED SCREENS
A Goldmark compressed screen means a 
screen saved with the GOLDMARK Screen 
Compressor, and as with the Multiface 
screens, then Stardump contains all 
the mode and colour information as 
well as the physical size of the 
screen used in the game. The Standard 

Example Printout : ’Panic Dizzy’ by Code Masters, a 52 column, ’Spectrum size’ screen.

screen width is 40 characters but many 
games use a 32 character, ’Spectrum 
screen size’ format. If after starting 
to print-out you find you have made a 
mistake or the paper is jammed in the 

printer holding down the (escape) key 
for a full line of printing, will 
cause the dump to be abandoned and you 
are returned to the opening screen.

HOW FAST IS IT
Average times for printing screens 
(using a 7-bit printer port) are:-

Size 7.11" * 4.44" - 3mins 22 secs.
Size 8.00" » 5.55“ - 4mins 28 secs
Size 10.60” * 6.66" - 6mins 42 secs

and the Spectrum screen (an example 
screen is provided with the program) 
only took 2 mins 6 secs.

HOM MUCH DO IT COST, WELL . . . . . .
The price of Stardump is £14.99, but 
is offered as a discount price to 
WACCI members at £13.50.

The 8-bit printer port retails at 
£24.95, WACCI members can purchase it 
for just £22.45. The compactor program 
disc is £8.50 (to WACCI members the 
price is £7.65)

AND FINALLY . . . . . . . .
I understand there is no extra charge 
for credit cards users. This is now 
becoming a thorny issue, as some firms 
now charge extra.
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PROBASE+
ProBASE+ .... A PLUS or a MINUS? .... Mike Lyons tells all
Well, chaps. Here it is. A small brown 
parcel drops through my door one day, 
(I’ll kill that postman’s blasted 
cat), and when I dig through it I find 
it contains a message from Uncle Clive 
and a parcel.

INTRO
The parcel consists of a 3" disc and a 
cardboard case containing a rather 
blotchily printed manual and a letter, 
(both printed on a DMP2000 I suspect), 
asking for a review of their new 
product:- The All-singing, All-Dancing 
. . . . . . fanfare . . . . . . . .  Drum roll . . . . . . . . . .  
PROBASE +. . . . . . I quote...

“... This database is designed to be 
very simple to use, our main selling 
point, ne think is that although it is 
very simple to use, it has all the 
functions of more expensive databases 
and all the pouer and versatility of 
the others but with much less 
hassle. . . . . .  ’proBASEt’ is available at 
£16.99 from: MKsoft"

IT’S NO PRO
Please don’t think that because the 
program has pro in its name that it 
has anything to do with Arnor. It is 
not a member of the very professional 
software suite produced by that 
company. Now I hate to demolish a 
debut product from a young company, 
but...pro is definitely not.

Before you go out and buy this 
program ask yourself this question... 
Do I use large format discs under 
ROMdos? If the answer is yes, then 
avoid this program like the plague.

GIVE ME NO ROMS
There is a warning in the manual about 
turning ROMs off - especially ROMdos 
as serious damage can happen to your 
disc drive - the ’A’ drive. Like any 

normal person, (and I use the term 
advisedly), I read the manual first, 
didn’t I? No I didn’t. Like any normal 
person I bunged the disc in and did a 
RUN'DISC. Wonderful. I didn’t know a 
disc drive could make noises like 
that. In fact I thought it was my 
brother drilling holes in the wall. In 
fact, this is not strictly true. I ran 
it as RUN"PROBASE" first and it 
started up OK. Then I saw RUN’DISC 
printed on the disc label, so I reset 
and did a proper start.

That’s when the sound effects 
started. My drive still hasn’t 
recovered and I daren’t send it away 
yet so I’m hoping that those bits of 
cable sticking out the front will just 
wind themselves back inside after a 
while. Nothing’s rattling anyway.

The warning should be in 6’ tall 
letters at the front of the manual, 
Chaps, not stuck away on the last page 
under set-up details.

FASTER DRIVES?
Why does it do this? The reason is 
that the chaps at AOKSoft have decided 
to try to speed the disc drive(s) up a 
little. There is absolutely no need 
for them to do this as the program 
only accesses the drive to save and 
load files. There is no other access 
during a run of the program.

I could understand a need for speed 
if the program worked like DBase and 
produced random access files which 
were loaded part-way through the 
program or for automatic updates but 
this is not the case.

HOW DO IT HANDLE
What is it like to use? To be brutally 
honest the program is very BASIC. The 
screen presentation is an unattractive 
black on grey and the few graphic 
lines drawn do not do anything to 

enhance the program’s running. The 
layout of both the records and files 
is fairly standard fodder for old- 
fashioned databases and there is no 
way to enhance the display a la 
Masterfile III.

The facilities available are simple 
searches and ordering of records, disc 
file operations, viewing, printing and 
amending data. All the records are 
displayed in the same dull format. 
Although you can add extra fields to 
records and extra records to the file 
this is nothing unusual. Sorting is 
purely alphabetical and there is no 
numeric sort.

HOM DO IT DO ON PRINTING?
You can make printed output a little 
more interesting by printing in bold, 
italic or proportional - assuming your 
printer will support these, you are 
warned that if there is no printer 
attached the machine will 'lock-up'. 
This could be sorted out by having the 
program check the printer port with a 
very small amount of code.

A CALCULATED EFFORT
The program does - supposedly - allow 
calculation of numeric values in the 
file using + * - and /. However it is 
quite complicated to use and I haven’t 
been able to get it to work 
successfully yet after several tries 
and even following the example given 
in the manual.

RUDE REMARKS
I have examined the BASIC listing of 
the program and I’m not impressed with 
the rude remarks contained in REM 
statements. These should have been 
removed. Almost anyone can de-protect 
a BASIC listing these days - even me 
- and childish comments in the code 
are not really very impressive. Some
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ProBASE Continued
of the code is quite unnecessarily 
convoluted as well. This is not what 
one might expect in a professionally 
priced program.

CONCLUSIONS
I know I seem to have been very 
negative about proBASEt but I am a 
convicted Masterfile user. If you are 
aiming to produce a new program which 
will sell commercially then you must 
aim to improve on an existing program, 
(very difficult, I know), or produce a 
program which has something new or 
fulfils a need which is not catered 
for by the software already on the 
market. This program does none of 
these things.

This is my final criticism. At 
£16.99 I think this program is over
priced and under-powered. Masterfile 
III is currently on sale for about 
£29.95, MOII for £13.95, (including a 
database, spreadsheet, communications 
software and graphics.) Promerge 
owners already have a very usable 
database language at their disposal, 
RAMBASE 3 from our very own PD library 
is much cheaper and has better 
facilities. There are many other, more 
powerful pieces of software available 
at reasonable prices and with more 
features and less hassles.

SUGGESTIONS
Get the program to turn any ROMS off 
which might conflict - surely not that 
difficult. Make the front end more 
pleasant to look at.

Add a routine to test the printer 
for not connected/off-line condition. 
Give the user a choice of display 
formats. Allow the user to include 
control codes in the records/fields. 
Sorry guys, This is a no-no.

ProBASE - The Second Chance

It will never qualify as the best 
CPC program of all time. In fact 
if they don’t do a fair amount of 
work it will disappear without 
leaving a mark on the CPC scene.

There are several PD programs 
that are as good (if not better) 
than this offering. -Ed.

Adverts * Adverts * Adverts * Adverts
BLANK THREE INCH DISCS
Only £14.80 per 10 inc p&p. All discs are quality branded Amsoft or Maxel discs 
(depending upon availability.) Probably the cheapest price anywhere. This offer 
is available to WACCI members only.

Send your order to WACCI. Please allow 7/10 days for delivery. The discs are 
sent out in their original boxes so you’ll need to be in when they arrive or be 
prepared for a trip down to the post office to collect them.

THE NEW ALTERNATIVE FIRMWARE GUIDE
Here at WACCI we have long mourned the passing of the good old Soft968, known 
to many as the Firmware Guide. Finally there’s a worthwhile alternative that 
that’s almost as good . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

You get 80 full A4 pages, in a slide binder with card covers. The pages are 
crammed full of Z80 instructions, all the standard firmware jumpblocks, maths 
routines, the full set of CPC memory maps, output port addresses, 464-6128 
conversion addresses, Bios and Amsdos calls and much more. . . . . . . . You also get a 
3 inch that’s been crammed with useful machine codes routines (and includes a 
monitor and machine code assembler.)

This is what you have been waiting for. . . . . . Written by Thomas Defoe who 
used to run Print-Out, this great new CPC product can be yours. . . . . .  It’s not 
£30, not even £20, It won’t cost cost a tenner, no it’s yours for only:

£7.95 including post I packing. (Send your order to WACCI.)

Got a 464, don’t panic, there’s going a tape version. Oh, Hang on, these is 
going to be a copy of the tape in the tape library. Please note the tape will 
only be available to those who have purchased the firmware guide.

2 IN 1 - THE CPC TO NS-DOS TO CPC FILE TRANSFER PROGRAM
Two into one will go with this super PC to CPC file transfer program. You can 
easily transfer files between CPC and MS-DOS discs. The program has been 
selling for £25 to £30, however, to club members, the price is £20 inc p&p.

These are brand new copies of the program, purchased by WACCI directly from 
the suppliers to keep the price down. A complete review of the program 
will/should be in WACCI 56 (July 92).

PCW 9512 Printer Ribbons urmi
£2.00 each including p&p. We have 12 in stock. Send your orders to WACCI.

LOOSE THREE INCH DISCS
Do you need some new three inch CF2 or CF2D discs, but don’t want to splash out 
£14.80 buying ten. We have a supply of new three inch magtron (who?) discs. 
Magtron <<Who??>>. Magtron are new to the CPC market place, they sell a good 
quality 3 inch disc (similar to the old Panasonic discs), the discs are uncased 
(no plastic or paper sleeves) and cost £1.50 each.

These are dual size discs, they should (and will) happily format to Data, 
System, or the PCW second drive large format. They are supplied with a plain 
white label. We at WACCI have tried a batch and they work Okay. There’s a 
minimum order quantity of two discs (it keeps postal costs down) and they are 
dispatched in Jiffy bags, so you will get a free Jiffy bag as well (worth 20p).

Send your orders to: WACCI, 12 Trafalgar Terrace, Long Eaton, Nottm, NG10 1G 
(Please ensure all cheques sent to WACCI, are aade payable to WACCI)
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Inspiration
George Ho-¥ow converts Basic commands 

into machine code routines.

Over the last month or so I have been 
very careful uith the soap and I have 
not had any further accidents. Ouch!

Here ue are again with a lot more 
for you to learn. This time I'm going 
to convert some file handling from 
Basic into machine code routines. Hi th 
a flash, my old Amstrad springs into 
life and my fingers dart across the 
keyboard at the speed of sound. (Hell, 
it beeps at me uhen I make a mistook.)

UNPROTECTED ASCII FILES
We’ll start with the easiest of the 
file handling routines, saving plain 
old unprotected ascii file to disc. 
Basic and machine code follow the same 
steps: open a file, define the data we 
wish to store in the file, store the 
data and then close the file.

At first glance the machine code 
commands appear to be more complex, 
however as you hone your coding skills 
the instructions become second nature. 
The apparent complexity is caused by 
our needing to setup the file handling 
variables, including the file buffer 
memory location, instructing the 
program where to find the file name 
and so on. . . . . . . . all this does have one 
great advantage, it allows us to 
control the actions, so programs can 
be much more flexible.

THE BASIC PROGRAM
In Basic we use the tried, trusty and 
easy to follow commands of: 

Fig 1. Writing unprotected ascii files to disc.

Mnemonic Description

Id b,ll ;length of filename ’outfile.asc’
Id hl,fname ;the address where the filename resides in memory
Id de,&C400 ;the address of a 2048 byte (2k) file buffer area

;this is used for holding the data characters.
call &BC8C ;open the output file
jp c.openok ;if carry flag set then the file was opened okay,
jp error ;if not, the open failed, so we exit the routine.

openok: Id hl,bstring ;the address of string to be written up (b$)

loop2: push hl ;keep register pair
Id a,(hl) ;fetch char to accumulator
cp 0 ;compare with 0, our end of data marker
jp z.finil ;if we have run out of data then end.
call &BC95 ;else write the character to file buffer
pop hl jrecall the register pair
inc hl ;ready for next char
jp loop2 ;loop back for more chars

finil: call &BC8F ;write up buffer and close out-file
ret ;end of routine

fname: DB “outfile.asc"+80h

10 OPENOUT "outfile.asc"
20 b$ - "Hello!"
30 WRITE #9,b$
40 CLOSEOUT 

..to write data to a file. The machine 
code equivalent is shown in Fig 1 (on 
the right hand side of this page.) The

bstring: DB “Hello!",0

Some Important Notes:
I suspect that the working buffer of 2048 bytes reserved, is split in half so 
that when one buffer (of 1024 bytes) is full it will be written to disc, and 
the other buffer will then be filled whenever the instruction: call &BC95 is 
invoked. When the file is closed the current buffer will be written to disc 
and an End of File (EOF) char (&21) appended. The header will then be written 
if this was specified. If an error occurred while attempting to open the 
file, the carry flag will be set False, and the accumulator (A-register) will 
contain an error number relevant to the problem.

The filename is terminated with the most significant bit (msb) of the last 
char set to a logical one. Notice the +80h appended to "outfile.asc".

If you wish to use this machine code routine, then you would need to code the 
error options, or the routine will not correctly compile.
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program is fully documented and it can 
quickly and easily be adapted to suit 
your own needs. Meanwhile. . . . . .

CREATING A FILE WITH A HEADER
If the file was correctly opened and 
you wish to create a file with a 
header, then the HL-register must 
contain the address of the header. You 
then alter the relevant bits and bytes 
corresponding to:

Address Description

(HL+&12) - file type
(HL+&18.HL+&19) ; logical length in
(HL+&1A,HL+&18) - the entry point
(HL+&1C to HL+&3F)- are free for you

to use as reqd.

The file type must be set before you 
start to write to the output file and 
it must not be altered once writing 
has commenced. If you do not change 
the header settings, then the default 
is that all user fields are zeroed, 
the file type is set to unprotected 
ASCII Version 1, ie. &16, which also 
turns out to be a headerless file.

CREATING A BINARY FILE
The alternative method of writing the 
file to disc is to save it as a binary 
file. Standard machine code programs 
and pictures screen are saved to disc 
using this method. In Basic we use:

SAVE <filename.bin>,8,<start_address>, 
<file_length>,<entry_point>

The machine code equivalent is shown 
in Fig 2.

READING ASCII FILES
To read data from an unprotected ascii 
file, we use:

OPENIN <file>
INPUT #9,char
CLOSEIN

Whilst Fig 4 demonstrates how machine 
code is used to do the same task.

OUTRO
So fellow enthusiasts you have seen a 
few Firmware calls for your keyboard 
and VDU together with Oisc/Cassette 
files to experiment with. Don’t use a 
disc or cassette that has vital data 
while experimenting, mind you!

Fig 2. Creating a binary file on disc.

Id b,length 
Id hl.fname 
Id de, &8000 
call &BC8C 
jp c,ok3 
jp errors

;of filename
jaddress where filename lives
jbuffer address
;to open the file
;if all right then press on
;else see what’s wrong

ok3: Id hl,address
Id de,length
Id be,entrypoint
Id a,02

call &BC98
jp c,ok4
jp error4

;start address of where the data to be written
;resides in memory.

;the filetype (unprotected binary) and the other 
;three parameters will go into the header.
;call DIRECT write to the file in one go.
;if good press on
;else process error

ok4: call &BC95 
ret

;close out file

Fig 3. Description of the file type byte.

bit 0 - Protection bit. File is protected if this bit set to logical 1.
bits 1 to 3 - Data type as follows:

(0 Basic, 1 Binary, 2 Screen Image, 3 ASCII, 4 to 7 not used.)
bits 4 to 7 - Version Number, 1 for ASCII, all other types must be zero.
Bit 7 - is the Most Significant Bit (MSB).

Fig 4. Read data from an ascii disc file

In Code the instructions are very similar to the preceding ones for writing 
in Fig 1. Change the call instructions to:

call &BC77 ;open file for reading
call &8C80 ;read a char from disc
jp nc,test ,-could be end of file

(code as in previous routine)

pop hl 
inc hl 
Id (hl),a ;store char in buffer

(code as in previous routine)

call &8C7A ;close infile

Note 1: You can apply these instructions to Cassettes as well. There are more 
Firmware calls available to Cassette users than Disc users.

Note 2: When reading or writing in DIRECT Mode, equivalent to LOAD and SAVE 
in BASIC, you must not attempt a subsequent DIRECT call while the file is 
still open else you will corrupt the original file. So in your error 
processing you have to close the file, before attempting another read or 
write. The 2048-buffer can start anywhere in memory where free space is 
available, even screen memory can be used, but of course in doing so your vdu 
display will get corrupted.
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Poking in the 
Library

With Gwynn 'The Welsh Wizard’ Hopkins
G’day, welcome back to my humble 
pages. For this session I’ve got two 
piccy discs, a word processor, a spell 
checker and a print shop to look at,

PICTURE DISC TWO
I like pretty piccies so let us begin 
with WACCI piccy disc number 2. On 
side A we find 20 tastefully arranged 
pictures of varying origins. There are 
screen shots from loading screens like 
AJ’s dripzone (remember her, him or 
uhatever?), a few article captions 
dotted here and there.... there's even 
Terry Hogan. Well that’s a pretty good 
reason not to buy the disc but apart 
from him everything’s sushi.

Side 8 has 29 pictures, the majority 
are made up of satellites, the others 
are pretty mixed and there are some 
darn obscure ones in there too. Take 
the first picture shown on this side, 
a triangle and a dot. What is the 
meaning of such a mysterious symbol?

PICTURE DISC ONE
Moving on (sort of) numerically we 
find ourselves conveniently at WACCI 
piccy disc number 1. Side A has 24 

piccies of old article headers 
amongst others. Does any one 
remember Foul Play, Last Laugh 
and Moondog? Now their banners 
are now immortalised on disc.

Side 8 is much of the same.
I think that there are 22 
pictures on this disc but I 
lost count while pondering the 
Ambrosia sequence.

WACCI PD DISC TEN
Moving away from pictures 
takes us straight to the word 
processor. VDE266 is pretty 
infamous. Humungous doesn’t 
begin to describe it. Perhaps 

on reflection it might be a 
little too big. VDE266 comes 
with its own installation and 
document files. It runs under 
CP/M 2.2 or CP/M 3.1 (plus.)

Since no-one has exactly the 
same requirements from a word 
processor there is a pretty 
nifty customised Your file 
size is limited to 55K but 
that’s plenty for most things 
you’ll want to do.

There is an on screen help 
facility but I found it best 
to go through the instructions 
and copy out the commands. The 
instructions claim that if you 
are familiar with WordStar you 

should be able to "wade in". Well 
that’s rubbish, I’ve known WordStar 
for years and it still took me ages to 
figure out what I was doing. <<I’ve 
also used Wordstar (since 1978) and I 
think it’s compatible. -Clive.>>

On side 8 you will find lurking an 
improved version of SPELL called 
ISPELL. This (in case you can’t tell) 
is a spell checker. It’s pretty good, 
it doesn’t quite contain the entire 
Oxford English dictionary but none the

An example of nhat Mini-Print Shop can do.

less it’s effective. ISPELL used to be 
called WACCISPELL, but it has now been 
fully upgraded and released as a PD 
program by Paul Dwerryhouse.

WACCI PD DISC TWENTY SEVEN
Finally for this month it’s the Mini
Print Shop. Actually the name is just 
a tad misleading. You don’t do any 
printing and there are no shops. It’s 
a kind of Advanced Art Studio. Judging 
by the loading screen I’d say it 
originated somewhere like Germany. For 
your money you get 4 "packs" of clip 
art (200 pieces) and two text fonts.

This program is actually more suited 
to letter head designing than anything 
else. You can save your design to disc 
as standard 17k screen files or print 
them straight out. The text fonts are 
decent, I like using the Old English, 
and they go well with the pictures.

There are pictures for (almost) all 
occasions, ranging from Christenings, 
Weddings and even elasto-plast.

OUTRO
Well that’s it, there’s no more (for 
this month.) See you next time for 
some more Poking in the Library.
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RSX-LIB RSX-LIB RSX-LIB RSX-LIB RSX-LIB RSX-LIB

RSX-LIB
RSX-LIB RSX-LIB RSX-LIB RSX-LIB RSX-LIB RSX-LIB

Robert Heaton Investigates RSX-LIB
The Liberation of Smog The Liberation of Smog The Liberation of Smog

The original version of the utility 
RSX-L18 by Smogmare Systems has been 
released into the Public Domain. This 
nas done partly due to its age and the 
possibility of an enhanced version in 
the future. Hom, enter your all 
singing, all dancing revieMer for the 
Hacci PD library. Sitting doMn in 
front of the small flickering VDU 
screen on my computer in the tiny back 
room, the first question that came to 
mind Mas, “Is there enough room to 
SMing Smog the cat in here?"

WHAT DOES IT DO?
The idea of RSX-LIB is to provide a 
utility to make up modules of bar 
commands (Resident System extensions) 
from a library of BINary machine code 
files. For Basic programmers the RSX 
is a very useful tool. Basic error 
checks the command name. Another 
advantage over the CALL &XXXX,<list of 
parameters) instruction is increased 
readability of programs, eg. [WAIT.IO 
(wait 10 seconds before continuing.)

If an RSX needs relocation in the 
memory the program will do so before 
you can say, “General Election." There 
are a number of relocation options, 
which I have no information on, so I 
can’t tell you what they are. What I 
know is that RSX-LIB can automatically 
alter most absolute addresses without 
effecting the routine.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
My first impression (first impressions 
count) is the program looks well laid 
out and presented. Provided you know 
exactly what you are doing and you put 
in the right information you are well 
away. However, as always, there is a 
plenty to get wrong. I don’t like 
making criticisms but here’s a few I 
prepared earlier:

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

(1) You cannot Catalogue a disc 
within the program.

(2) You need to know exactly how 
long a file is in bytes.

(3) Each machine code chunk to be 
made into an RSX must have its 
own separate BINary file.

(4) It looks good and it’s quick 
and easy to use.

IMPROVEMENTS
Now, since this is now a PD program it 
shouldn’t be too difficult to add a 
Catalogue at the right point and it 
should be fairly easy to read in the 
length of the BINary file in bytes off 
the disc as each particular RSX is 
added to the module.

It might be harder to handle 
multiple routines in BINary files, but 
splitting up routines isn’t too fiddly 
provided you have a good machine code 
development utility, like Maxam or 
Pyradev. If you want to create your 
own RSXs having a good Assembler cum 
Disassembler is a must.

THE VERDICT
“Mr Smog, the charges brought before 
you are of a very serious nature. 
After much deliberation and bribery, a 
completely fair verdict has been 
reached. You have been found guilty of 
littering houses and bringing the name 
of the Elephant into disrepute. Hom do 
you plead? Oops, sorry Mrong bit! 
You’ve been sentenced to be SMung 
vigorously about the head and flung at 
a distance of 100m into a steel bin. "

THE REAL VERDICT
Hill the real verdict please stand up. 
In general, RSX-LIB is easy to use, if 
maybe a trifle slow. Its takes the 
grind out of creating RSXs for machine 
coders and eases the mind during Basic 
programming.

Provided you know all about the file 
you are adding to the library, you can 
remember the parameters required by 
each routine, (if any) You will also 
need to know which disc the BINary 
file is on before running the program.

Despite this, RSX-LIB is a very 
useful program, converting unforgiving 
machine code into easily accessible 
modules of RSXs selected specifically 
for each application by the user.
I’ll testify that this program will 

be a more than useful addition to your 
collection. There have often been 
occasions where I’ve had difficulty 
with machine code and have liked to 
add RSXs to my Basic programs.

AWAY YA GO LADS . . . . . .
However, being at Durham University 
means there is little time for HACCI 
pursuits, since I’m too busy drinking, 
romancing and playing cricket with 
“Beefy” Botham and his performing 
elephants. (They’re doing Ali Baba and 
the 40 elephants next week!)

There might also be the odd bit of 
studying to get involved with (now and 
again), but I might consider writing a 
little something on writing machine 
code routines of the right sort, so 
that RSX-LIB can wave its magic wand 
and turn them into RSXs. Anyway, I 
must go and read the latest HACCI, so 
Tarra fer now et Au Revoir.

Cheers, Robert Heaton.

RSX-LI8 is on the neM HACCI PD Disc 30 
and includes basic instructions.
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* FSW * The WACCI Public Domain Software Library * FSW *
All the programs in this library have been fully tested on an Amstrad 6128. The programs are supplied on an as-is basis. 
Please advise WACCI of any problems, we will do our best to rectify the problem and provide any assistance you need.

WACCI PD DISC ONE - CP/M 2.2 ONLY
The FORTH language disc. Includes two versions of Forth and 
an introduction to the Forth programming language.

WACCI PD DISC TWO - CP/M 2.2 and CP/M 3.1 (plus)
Utilities disc containing: NSWP, Bincalc, Print, Look, BDO4, 
Unload, Compare, Print, Unload, NDDT, SD, ED, Rasmb, Rasmta, 
Lohd, Lasm, XIZI, ZSOasm, Zmac, Zlink, D, WC, Display, MDir, 
DS, XDir, Eraql6 and LU.

WACCI PD DISC THREE - CP/M 2.2 and CP/M 3.1 (plus)
The complete M8ASIC disc. Includes MBasic, MBasic compiler, 
full instructions and example programs.

WACCI PD DISC FOUR - Amsdos (128k CPC’s only)
Amsdos utilities disc, containing: PD PLANNER (Spreadsheet), 
POWERPAGE (The DTP program), RAM8ASE3 (Database) & RAMDISC.

WACCI PD DISC FIVE - CP/M 2.2 and CP/M 3.1 (plus)
The CP/M games and adventure disc. Contains three very good 
adventures: Base, Island and Colossal Caves. Plus several 
good games: Golf, Pressup, Cube, Othello and Mastermind.

WACCI PD DISC SIX - Amsdos
Games disc - 37 assorted games for the CPC including, Splat, 
Gin, Spring, Trench, Patience, Piquet, Hangman and many more

WACCI PD DISC SEVEN - CP/M 3.1 (plus) ONLY
The CP/M plus Utilities disc, containing: Superzap, Mikedit, 
Form3, Zdebugl7, Unzip099, Newccp, Crunch/Uncr, Arkll, UN33, 
WCount, Andybase, Dc-cpc, Deale, Arc24, Unarc, Adrive, Menu, 
Assign, Extdisc, Format and Qtext21.

WACCI PD DISC EIGHT - Amsdos and CP/M 3.1 (plus)
The Comms disc: contains, ZMP (CP/M, Zmodem file transfers), 
TERM504B (Amsdos, XModem-lk) and loads of useful help files.

WACCI PD DISC NINE - CP/M 2.2 and CP/M 3.1 (plus)
CP/M Utilities disc containing: Cleanup, Acopy21a, Filechop, 
Dirchk, Display, Lrun23, LT29, NC, Nulul5, Unzip, MFT, Grep, 
Du, List, Lookat, Rescue, Rpip, Sort, Vlist and Nsclean.

WACCI PD DISC TEN - CP/M and Amsdos
Word processor and spell checker. VDE266, probably the best 
CP/M PD word processor and ISPELL the best PD spell checker.

WACCI PD DISC ELEVEN - Amsdos
Adventures. Two full adventures, Journey to Geno and Orkon 
Mission plus an animated demo of the crazy mill by Escher.

WACCI PD DISC TWELVE - CP/M 2.2 and CP/M 3.1 (plus)
The complete COBOL disc. Includes, NPS MicroCobol compiler, 
a full Cobol programming series and 23 example programs.

WACCI PD DISC THIRTEEN - Amsdos
The Demo’s disc. Containing lots of graphically superb demo 
programs. Please Note: This is now the cleaned up version, 
althought one of the demos contains bad language.

WACCI PD DISC FOURTEEN - Amsdos
David Carter’s super collection of 49 screen pictures. These 
pictures have been transferred from an Amiga to the CPC.

WACCI PD DISC FIFTEEN - Amsdos
Contains 'Flags of the World’, by Andre Coutanche and Stuart 
Gascoigne (Superb pictures of world flags) and 'The Animator 
Demo’, four interesting graphics demos by David Carter.

WACCI PD DISC SIXTEEN - CP/M 2.2 & 3.1 (plus)
PPC PASCAL, superb compiler, produces standalone .COM files. 
ZBASIC Basic is a demonstration version of the language.

WACCI PD DISC SEVENTEEN & EIGHTEEN - CP/M 3.1 only
This twin disc set contains JRT Pascal, which used to be a 
full price ($450 ’ish) program but now released as PD.

WACCI PD DISC 19, 20 and 21 - Amsdos
Three discs full of MicroDesign format pictures and clip art

WACCI PD DISC 22, 23 - Amsdos
Each disc holds 49 pictures, for Art Studio, Basic, P-Shop

WACCI PD DISC 24 - Amsdos »»*  NOW AVAILABLE ***
Contains 46 pictures, suitable for Art Studio, Basic, Etc

WACCI PD DISC 25, 26 - Amsdos
Two more discs full of MicroDesign pictures & clip art

WACCI PD DISC 27 - Amsdos
Mini Paint Shop: Page header I screen design program, comes 
with 200 pieces of clip art and two superb large fonts.

WACCI PD DISC 28, 29 - Amsdos
Another two discs full of MicroDesign pictures & clip art

WACCI PD DISC 30 - Amsdos
G-Paint, a good art program and RSX-LIB.

List Continued at the botton of page 30.

Send your orders for WACCI Public Domain Software discs to: Chris Smith, 16 Ayling lane, Aidershot, Hants, GU11 3LZ

Prices: £3.00 includes a disc, post & packing or £1.00 to borrow the disc and copy it yourself.
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** THE WACCI HOMEGROWN DISCS **

* The DEMO disc is in the PD library *

(These discs are copyright (c)WACCI and their authors. They must not be distributed to non-club members)

AJ’s CONCEPT DISC (128k required) 
Green’s strip pontoon, Dripzone plus, 
Beetlemania, Saucer attack, 3D Maze, 
Englebert, Globe and Juggle.

MAGAZINE DISC ONE
The first two WACCI’ies produced. Now 
available in their original format (on 
disc or tape.) The magazines easily 
transfer onto paper.

MAGAZINE DISC TWO
The third WACCI magazine. Bundled with 
loads of early WACCI screen pictures 
plus screen printer program and screen 
picture squeeze program.

WACCI DISC ONE
Masters of Midworld, Minimon, Chardes, 
Eddy, Chat, Header reader, Fruitworm, 
Othello, Four in a row, Memdata+, XOX, 
The World, Jigsaw-1, Pontoon, Progdoc, 
Helping hand, Bomber, Life, Tunnel 
Dive, Lock-N-Key, Darts, grid warrier, 
Jigsaw-2, Star Chase and UFO.

WACCI DISC TWO
Amsig, Beetlemania, SDump, Disc, Pixel 
plotter, Englebert, Globe, Multiprog, 
Proforma, Functdr, Functsol, Formulae, 
Regiload, CGen, Excat, Exprint, Story, 
Neatlist, Romread, Symphony, Dripzone.

WACCI DISC THREE
Bouncer, 8asic+, Label Printer, Pairs, 
Missile, S&P, Synth, Squeezer, WacMon, 
Logopolis, Depro, Disassembler, Nosey, 
Music Composer, XRef, Breakout, Wordy, 
Maths magic, Disc Menagerie, Sprites, 
Sumvaders, Caverns of Skeleton, Zener, 
Astrosuite, TAP and Hotrods.

AJ’s TWILIGHT ZONE (128k required) 
Escape from WACCI HQ, Starfire, 3DX0X, 
Invaders, Chat, Star Chase, PacPlant.

WACCI DISC FOUR
Trivia quiz, Calendar, Proto, Othello, 
Snooker scoreboard, Chess clock, Menu, 
Deffont, Gomoku, Autoline, Amsig help, 
Spellbound, Calculator, Crunch, Style, 
Firmware explorer, UDgrab, AGE, Font, 
Discmap, Tape RSX’s, Viewfax, Pharoah, 
Tee-off, Primes, Di-symm, Oz, Fractal, 
Diamond miner, Crazy maze, Go, Shifty, 
Patience, SoundFX, Snakes, Pathfinder.

WACCI DISC FIVE
Graphic Magic, Jigsaw-3, Banner, ADAM, 
Backgammon, SDM (large screen system), 
Write-it-right, DYS-SYMM2, Sheepdog, 
Monopoly, Envelope, Orrery, Dominoes, 
Contours, Complex, Printer, Diabolo, 
Poster, Music, and Globe.

WACCI DISC SIX
Quiz, Stats, Colprint, Globe II, Disc, 
SDump3, Straight, Biomorph, S-Light, 
Dominoes 2, Spread, Numero and Synth.

WACCI DISC SEVEN
WACCIword, Romread, Keyboard, Convert, 
SDump4, 8ank+, EZMusic, SPX, Grafplot, 
Hardcat, AGE128, Wild, DCheat, PCheat, 
Strobe, Magic squares, Decomp, 3dXOX, 
Invoicer, Pacplant, Typing tutor, LNA.

WACCI DISC EIGHT
The kirk Editor, Dwerrybase and the 
Football pools predictor.

WACCI DISC NINE
Chess, Mode, Display, Organise, Mfile, 
Display, Read, Grapho, Inlays, Edbutt, 
Tidy, NPC, Invaders and WACCIspell.

WACCI DISC TEN
Ascii-To-Mini Office II, Xword, Xdraw, 
MCPgraph, Fruitrun, KI, K2, K3, loot, 
Keycard, Cassdisc.DR, Examplel, Frame, 
General.DR, PCBdraft and Progdoc-V4.

WACCI DISC ELEVEN
Biglabel, Display2, CGP115, POPT 120D, 
CGP115, 120D, WACCIword (V3) and WAR.

WACCI DISC TWELVE
Hex-to-bas, Hex-to-bin, HP, OHM, OSKD, 
Resid, Draughts, Example2, Forth Demo, 
Machine code tutorial, Print, Dotman, 
Mastercomposer and PDP1.

WACCI DISC THIRTEEN
Hex-enter, Davart, Morse tutor, Craig, 
Knockout, PCHandle, Screen squeezer, 
Dirsort, Xmas card, Adult Quiz, Xsum, 
WACCIword(V4), Banker, Donald, No-No, 
Copy256, and SYSTEM to DATA format.

WACCI DISC FOURTEEN
Ahem, Clock, Amslabel, Copier, Clockl, 
BioSpheres, Regiload 2, Extracat, DFI, 
Snakes-N-Ladders, NiteShow, Ringmenu, 
Self Destruct, ID, Memprint, Monthly, 
Memmap, DFI and Escape from WACCI HQ.

The discs should be ordered from:

WACCI
12 Trafalgar Terrace, 

Long Eaton, Nottm, NG1O 1GP

Discs cost £3.00 each.

Or you can borrou a disc for a £1 
copy the programs you nant to keep 
and then return the disc.

FSW The WACCI Public Domain Software Library (Continued) FSW
WACCI PD DISC 31 - Amsdos »**  NEW «« 
Dave Carter’s second collection of 47 screen pictures. The 
pictures have been transferred from an Amiga to the CPC.

WACCI PD DISCS 32, 33 and 34 - Amsdos *** NEW »»» 
Three more MicroDesign picture and clip art discs. Each is 
crammed full of quality PD artwork.

WACCI PD DISC 35 - Amsdos *« NEW *» *
Another disc crammed full of screen pictures.

WACCI PD DISC 36 - CP/M *** NEW *** 
A Pascal tutorial disc. Teach yourself the basics of this 
powerful language in the comfort of your home. Document 
files can quickly and easily be printed.
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© Who's Who EDITOR : CLIVE BELLABY
WACCI, 12 Trafalgar Terrace, Long Eaton, Nottingham, NG1O IGF

SUBSCRIPTIONS 8 TREASURER
Paul Dwerryhouse 0244 534942
7 Brunswood Green, Hawarden, Deeside, 
Clwyd CH5 3JA <<A man of money!>>

FAIR COMMENT
Mike Lyons 0942 59942
85 Leigh Road, Hindley Green, Nr Wigan
WN2 4XF <<A man of letters!))

POKING IN THE LIBRARY
Gwynn Hopkins
Albion House, Llandre, Aberystwyth,
Dyfed, SY24 5BS

FORTH AND COBOL PROGRAMMING
Alan Tilling 8 Clive Bellaby
<<The gruesome twosome))

CLUB SECRETARY
To 8e Anounced . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
shortly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

THE WACCI ARCHIVES
Richard Burton, 
5 Polverton Parc, St. Keverne, Helston
Cornwall, TR12 6PB

FINISHING TOUCHES
Glenn Carey 0326 280586
The Haven, Coverack, Cornwall TR12 6SY

WACCI BB 0252 318557
Chris Smith, Voice 0252 24721 
v21/v22/v22bis, 24 hrs, 8N1

THE NEW WACCI PD DISCS
Chris Smith, 16 Ayling Lane, Aidershot 
Hants GU11 3LZ. Only £3 per disc, send 
your order to Chris.

BOOK LIBRARY
Steve Lee 0487 814043
48 Field Road, Ramsey, Huntingdon, 
Cambs, PE17 UP

RED ROSE BB 0772 652212
Tony Walker Voice 0772 651698
v21/v22/v22bis/v23/v24, 24 hrs, 8NI 
<<Used to be called Preston Ros>>

ORIGINAL CP/M PD DISCS 8 WACCI DISCS 
Clive Bellaby, send in your orders for 
the original discs to Clive at WACCI. 
Now only £3 per disc.

VERY BASIC BASIC
Alan Tilling no phone
65 Lawrence Road, Altrincham, Cheshire
WA14 4EL

WACCI REVISITED
Angela Cook
Brympton Cottage, Brunswick Road, 
Worthing, Sussex BN11 3NQ

TREADING THE BAUDS
Geoff Holmes, C/o WACCI
Write in and let Geoff know what you 
you want to know.

TAPE LIBRARY
Arthur Cook
Brympton Cottage, Brunswick Road, 
Worthing, Sussex BN11 3NQ

DISCOUNTS
Stamper J Metcalfe 0742 461743 
32 Moorwoods Avenue, Chaple Town, 
Sheffield, S30 4WA

THE ABC OF PD
Chris Carter-Bown, 
1 Hallot Close, New Oscott
Birmingham, 823 5YW

SUBSCRIPTION FORM
UK__________ ___ISSUES 0 £ 1.50 each = £ _ _ __ TOTAL

EUROPE_____ ___ISSUES 0 £ 2.00 each = £_ _ __ TOTAL

OVERSEAS___ ___ISSUES e £ 2.50 each - £_ _ __ TOTAL dO

Name ________________________________________________

Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Postcode_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
S i gned _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

♦ I enclose a cheque / postal order for £inc pSp. (Please make cheques payable to WACCI ) ♦
♦ If you would like o. receipt then please enclose a stamped, self addressed envelope with your subscription, ♦

WACCI, 7 Brunswood Green, Hawarden, Deeside, CLNVD CHS 3JA



Bring plenty of money for the amazing bargains 
available at these fairs. The best place to buy 
computer games. The cheapest place to buy a 

business system. All 16bit and 8bit computers and 
games consoles are catered for. Everything 

imaginable to do with computing is there. From 
books to laser printers. From Public Domain libraries 
to joysticks. New and second user. If you have any 

interest in computers you shouldn't miss it!

FAIRS IN JUNE & JULY 1992
SUNDAY 7th JUNE CITY HALL, CANDLERIGGS, GLASGOW, SCOTLAND. USE M8
SUNDAY 14th JUNE HAYDOCK PARK RACECOURSE, LANCASHIRE. USEJ23/M6

SUNDAY 19th JULY NATIONAL MOTORCYCLE MUSEUM,BIRMINGHAM. USEJ6/M42

admission £4 for adults £2 for children 5-15 years
ADVANCE TICKETS - NO FUSS - NO QS 

£3 ADULTS - £2 CHILDREN
VISA # ACCESS ACCEPTED OR SEND CHEQUE

RING 0225 868100

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT THESE FAIRS CONTACT 
JRMH Media 12 RICKFIELD.BRADFORD ON AVON 

WILTSHIRE BAI5 1PP 
0225 868100 fax 0225 868200

THESE FAIRS ARE OWNED BY BRUCE EVERISS , PO Box 71. CV33 OXS



THE GRAPHICS PACKAGE FOR 24-PIN PRINTERS
SUITABLE FOR ALL AMSTRAD CPC COMPUTERS

Stardump is suitable for all 24-pin printers which emulate the Epson LQ standard graphic 
commands. Most models from Star, Panasonic, Citizen, Canon, NEC, Fujitsu, Epson and Rmstrad 
should emulate these commands but check your manual to make sure.
Stardump supports both 7 and 8 bit output but output speed is increased enormously with an 
8 bit port (See our 8 bit port).
Stardump handles all CPC screen modes and offers three sizes of output for standard 
screens. Two portrait screens: 7.11" x 444" and 8" x 6.66" and one landscape screen: 10.6" x 
6.66". There is also a "Spectrum" option which gives a slightly smaller output.
Stardump will output standard 17K screen files, Advanced Art Studio screens including the 
compressed option and the PAL file option. It will output screens from our SCREEN COMPACTOR 
utility and also screens saved with the Multiface II from Romantic Robot using the "Save 
screen" option.

Available on Disc 14.99 inclusive (UK)
The following screen dump from PANIC DIZZY was made using STARDUMP on an Epson SQS500 InkJet pninter 

This screen is reproduced by kind permission of CODEMASTERS

HFfcCMILra ill aOr I iMMl™ 
FOR THE AMSTRAD CPC COMPUTERS 

GOLDMARK SYSTEMS 
51 COMET ROAD, HATFIELD 
HERTFORDSHIRE, AL10 0SY
Telephone (0707) 27152S



SPECIALIST SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE FOR THE AMSTRAD CPC'S

GOLDMARK SYSTEMS
51 COMET ROAD, HATFIELD 

HERTFORDSHIRE, AL10 OSY.
TELEPHONE (0707) 271529

NIRVANA - The latest version (v2.1+) is compatible with the 6128+. No price change at 15.00 on disc - ROM version no change 
at 26.00 (includes disc). Upgrades - Disc 3.00 - ROM 6.00. Still the best disc management suite available today

NOW READY "STARDUMP" the graphics package for 24-pin printers which emulate the Epson LQ standard graphic commands. Most 
models from Star, Panasonic, Citizen, Canon, NEC, Fujitsu, Epson & Amstrad should emulate these commands but 

check the printer manual. Supports both 7 & 8 bit output. Stardump handles all CPC screen modes and offers three sizes 
of output for standard screens. Two portrait screens: 7.11" x 4.44" and 8" x 6.66" and one landscape screen: 10.6" x 
6.66". Also includes a "Spectrum" option giving a slightly smaller dump. Print compressed/standard/PAL files from 
Advanced Art Studio, print screens captured with Multiface II save screen option (Show your friends your high score 
table). Print screens compressed with GOLDMARK'S SCREEN COMPACTOR utility. Suitable for all CPC and incorporates 
special coding utilizing the 6128 "Plus" machines inbuilt 8-bit port - Disc only 14.99

"SIM" THE Z80 SIMULATOR. This program is not for the beginner - it requires some knowledge of machine code. Disc only - 
requires 128K - Price 19.95. Single step through ROM code, run code that overwrites reserved areas of memory, step 
through those programs with self-modifying code that defies analysis because they do not work if the code is changed 
(Maxam "BRK" facility for example). "SIM" can do all of this - and more. The entire 64K memory is available to the 
code being simulated. All of the Z80 registers can be inspected and/or modified rapidly. Built-in dis-assembler to 
allow easy inspection of the code. Save working memory to disc - including the registers in order to continue code 
analysis at a later date.

LABELMAKER - now includes a font editor - the instruction book has not yet been updated but we will get round to it! No price 
change at 12.00. The only disc-label design/printing program on the market.

SCREEN DUMP - For all 9-pin printers. Gives a well shaded proportional dump. Price 8.00
CHARACTER FONT DESIGNER - Design your own screen & printer fonts (Epson compatibles), redefine keyboard keys. Allows the user 

to quickly design scientific, Cyrillic/Arabic fonts etc. User friendly and fun to use. Price 15.00
SCREEN COMPACTOR - Screen files are normally 17K in size. Screen Compactor "compresses" the screen file data to an average of 

9K - in some cases 4K. Each compressed screen file contains its own mode and ink information. Compressing screens take 
up less disc space and also load quicker. Price 8.50

SHAREPLAY - The Stock Market Simulator. Educational program for 1 to 6 players allowing you to play the stockmarket without 
the risk of bankruptcy. Price 12.00

WORDSEEK - Wordsearch program. Educational program to tax even the most agile mind, pit your skills against the clock. Create 
your own puzzles. Print option to save a hard copy of your own puzzles. Price 12.00

TUNESMITH - Simple to use sound generation utility allowing you to use the keyboard to play and record your tunes. Tunes can 
be saved and used within your own programs. Price 12.00

COMPILATION DISC - SHAREPLAY, WORDSEEK & TUNESMITH - Price 18.00
ARCHIVER - Free those expensive discs - Archive complete discs on cheap cassette tapes. Price 8.50
VIEWTEXT - Load a binary file and scan through it for passwords, word tables etc and messages left by the programmer. Can 

help you complete those difficult games. Price 8.00
AMSTRAD DMP2000/3000 PRINTER BUFFER UPGRADE KIT - Upgrades the present 2K RAM to 8K. The kit contains new a RAM chip and full 

pictorial instructions. Price 14.50
8-BIT PRINTER PORT - (with 1.5mtr Printer Lead). Price 24.95. The port is built into the printer lead thus overcoming 

connection problems associated with the KDS port. Its totally invisible when not activated so can be left permanently 
connected. Please note: "PLUS" owners do not need a port as these machines have one built-in.

MASTERFILE and MASTERCALC on EPROM - We will put your Masterfile/Mastercalc on Eprom. Check with us for pricing.
EPROM SERVICE - Subject to copyright, we will put your favourite programs on a quality 8 or 16K Eprom. Check with us for 

pricing

TAPE-TO-DISC PRODUCTS

SPEEDTRANS - Currently Speedtrans Plus3 v5. For 464/664/6128 machines with 128K memory. Automatically transfers to disc 
hundreds of "Speedlock" protected tape programs. Price 15.00

GOLDTRANS - This was the first AUTOMATIC program capable of transferring to disc "Appleby" protected tape games. Disc 
contains routines to transfer the remaining code of a number of multi-loader games. Price 15.00

SAMSON - Transfers to disc all tape programs that have standard Amstrad headed files. Saves files to disc in unprotected 
form. Price 8.00

DELILAH - Yes Delilah! - Transfers from tape to disc Amstrad &BCA1 headerless files. Most transfers are self-running. A View 
to a Kill and Ghostbusters are examples. Price 11.50

PLAYTRANS - Developed to transfer tape games using the Cassys Protection system which has been used by Players, Mirrorsoft, 
Interceptor, Incentive, Activision etc. EG Subway Vigilante, Dizzy Dice, Rampage. Price 11.50

FIRETRANS II - Transfers to disc many Firebird tape games EG Harvey Headbanger, Thrust, Spiky Harold. Saves most screens as 
well. Price 11.50

UTILITY DISC ONE - Samson, Transit, Qclone, Viewtext & Fast Disc Formatter. Price 15.00
UTILITY DISC TWO - Samson, Delilah, Playtrans, Firetrans, Screen Compressor, ScreenDump & address label printer. Price 15.00
TAPE-TO-DISC ROUTINES - We have hundreds of routines giving full details, including any required coding, to transfer most 

tape games to disc, including many multi-loaders. Check with us for pricing.
THE GOLDMARK BOOK II - contains over 325 routines. Price 5.00 - but we only have around 200 left.
TAPE-TO-DISC SERVICE - If we havent a utility or routine for your tape game then send us the original tape and a disc 

together with instructions (do not send the packaging). Prices - Non multi-load games 5.00. Multi-loaders 7.50.
— Goldmark Book II with Samson. Price 10.00 - The Goldmark Book II with Utility Disc 1 or 2 - Price 17.00
I- SPEEDTRANS with any of the above add 12.00 - GOLDTRANS with any of the above add 12.00
- SPEEDTRANS & GOLDTRANS with any of the above add 22.00

SPECIAL PACKAGES

If you require CLIP-ART FOR DESK TOP PUBLISHING we can supply around 12,000 pieces. For 2.50 we will send you a disc 
containing samples from our range. All of our clip-art can be imported into the new Microdesign Plus.

For further information on any of the above products please supply SAE for relevant info sheet.

ALL PRICES ARE FOR THE UK 
GOLDMARK SYSTEMS, 51 COMET ROAD, HATFIELD, HERTFORDSHIRE, AL10 OSY. 

TELEPHONE (0707) 271529

SPECIALIST SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE . AMSTRAD CPC'S
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